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1 MARK QUESTIONS 
CHAPTER 1 

BRICKS, BEADS, AND BONES 
Q1. Where was the Statue of priest King found? 
 
Q2. Name the first site discovered of Indus valley civilization. 
 
Q3. Where was evidence of ploughed field found in Indus Valley Civilization? 
 
Q4. At which sites terracotta models of the plough have been found in Indus valley 
Civilization? 
 
Q5. Name the place where the traces of canals have been found in Indus valley 
Civilization. 
 
Q6. Where was water reserve found in Indus valley Civilization. 
 
Q7. Name any two structures which were found in the Citadel? 
 
Q8. For which contemporary centers, Mesopotamians texts used the word Dilmun, 
Meluhha and Magan?  
 
Q9. Which place was famous for lapis lazuli? 

Q10. Harappan script was written from which side/direction? 
 
Q11. Weights were usually made of which stone in Indus valley Civilization? 
 
Q12. Weights were generally made in which form? 
 
Q13.What was the type of the lower denomination of weights? 
 
Q14. What was the type of the higher denominations of weights? 
 
Q15. Who was the first Director General of A. S. I.? 
 
Q16. Who announced the discovery of a new civilization in the Indus valley? 
 
 Q17. Who has written “The story of Indian Archaeology”? 
 
 Q18. What was the new technique that was followed by R.E.M. Wheeler? 
 
Q19. How do we know about the social differences among the Harappans? 
 
Q20. Which metal was not known to Harappan people? 
 
Q21. In which place of Indus valley civilization ‘Great Bath’ has been found? 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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CHAPTER 2 

KINGS , FARMERS AND TOWNS 
 

Q1. Name the two sacrifices performed by kings during the Vedic times? 
 
Q2. What is ‘Megalith’? 
 
Q3. Which king is referred to as ‘Piyadassi’ in the Mauryan inscriptions? 
 
Q4. Composed Sanskrit text by Brahamanas from 600 B.C.E onwards were referred to 
as_______________. 
 
Q5. Who describe the committee system in Mauryan administration? 
 
Q6. How many subcommittees were found for the military activities of the Mauryan 
administration. 
 
Q7. How many major political centers were there in the Mauryan empire? 
 
Q8. Write the names of any two political centers of the Mauryan Empire? 
 
Q9. What title was used by most of Kushana rulers? 
        (i)Devaputra          (ii) Devatula          (iii) Devraj          (iv)Devanaam 
 
Q10. What was the capital of Magadha in the 4th century? 
 
Q11.Who deciphered Asokan inscriptions? 
 
Q12. Which dynasty issued the first Gold coins? 
 
Q.13.Who was ‘Gahapati’? 
 
Q14. Write any two sources of Mauryan History. 
 
Q15. Who were Dhamma Matamattas?  
 
Q16. Who were Kushanas? 
 
Q17. In which language and script were Asokan inscriptions written? 
 
Q18. Why is sixth century B.C.E often considered as a major turning point in Indian 
History? 
 
Q.19.What were Mahajanapadas? Name two important Mahajanapadas? 
 
Q.20.What is Manusmriti? What advice has been given to the king through it? 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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CHAPTER 3 
KINSHIP, CASTE AND CLASS 

 
Q1. Under whose leadership the most ambitious projects of scholarship of selecting and 
compiling of different verses of Mahabharata began in 1919? 
 
Q2. How much time was taken to complete the aforementioned project? 
 
Q3. How many forms of marriages are mentioned in Manusmriti? 
 
Q4. The Book Mrichchhakatika was written by ____________________. 
 
Q5. What was patriliny? 
 
Q6. What was matriliny? 
 
Q7.  What do you understand of Exogamy Marriage? 
 
Q8. What sources are used by historians for understanding social changes in early 
societies? 
 
Q9. How historians classify the contents of the Mahabharata? 
 
Q10. What was the ancient Tamilakam? 
 
Q11. What do you mean by the term ‘Epic’? 
  
Q12. Write about one importance of Mahabharata? 
 
Q13. Mention one of the most challenging episode in the Mahabharata? 
 
Q14.What does the term ‘didactics’ refer to? 
 
Q15. Which document is told about the duties of a Chandalas? 
 
Q16. Matanga Jataka is written in ____________________ (language). 
 
Q17. Who were the immediate successors of the Mauryas?  
 
Q18. In Mahabharata Kauravas and Pandavas belonged to which dynasty? 
(i) Kuru          (ii) Ichavaku         (iii) Vats          (iv) none of the above 
 
Q19. To marry your daughter outside the gotra is known as? (i)Exogamy          (ii) same 
marriage           (iii)  opposite marriage             
(iv) intermarriage 
 
Q20. When was Manusmriti compiled? 
 (i)200 BC to 200 A. D.          (ii) 100BC-200 A.D.           (iii) 200 B. C-100 A.D. (iv) 100 BC-
300 A.D 
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CHAPTER 4 

THINKERS BELIEF AND BUILDINGS CULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Q1. Write the name of any one Tripitaka?  
 
Q2. Who provided money for the preservation of the Stupa of Sanchi.  
 
Q3. To whom did John Marshall dedicate his important volumes on Sanchi?  
 
Q4. Jaina teachers were known as _______________________.  
 
Q5. Who was the first bhikkhuni in Buddhism? 
 
Q6. What was the birth place of Gautama Buddha? 
 
Q7. Where did Gautama Buddha attain enlightenment? 
 
Q8. Where did Gautama Buddha give his first serman? 
 
Q9. Where did Gautama Buddha attain Nirvana?  
 
Q10. Define Mahayana?  
 
Q11.Define Hinayana?   
 
Q12.What is Vaishnavism?  
 
Q13.What is Shaivism?  
 
Q14. What do you know about Tirthankaras?  
 
Q15. What is Tripitaka?  
 
Q16. What is Dharma? 
 
Q17. What were “Chaitya”? 
 
Q18. Why is Sanchi famous? 
(i). because of stupas          (ii) because of parimandal           
(iii)   because of Tombs          (iv) because of forts  
 
 Q19.  According to Jain religion, how many Tirthankaras were there before Mahavira? 
(i) 20          (ii) 21          (iii) 22          (iv) 23 
 
Q20.The core teaching of Jain religion is:   
(i)  Mercy towards other beings           
(ii) non -violence towards other beings    
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(iii)  love towards other beings           (iv)   other beings are God. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
CHAPTER 5 

THROUGH THE EYES OF TRAVELLERS 
[PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIETY  10TH TO 17TH CENTURY] 

  
Q1. Who was appointed as a qazi or judge of Delhi during Muhammad bin Tughluq's 
reign? 
 
Q2. Who was ordered to proceed to china as the Sultan’s (during Muhammad bin 
Tughluq's reign envoy to the Mongol Ruler.  
 
Q3. Which French traveler travelled to India at least six times during medieval time?  
 
Q4. What were the profession/ occupation of Tavernier?  
 
Q5. What was the profession of Bernier?  
 
Q6. “Poverty so great and miserable” - Who said this in reference of India?  
(i) Pelsaert          (ii) Bernier          (iii) Ibn-Battuta          (iv) Al-Biruni 
 
Q7. Who has described land revenue as “remunerations of sovereignty”? 
(i) Bernier          (ii) Ibn Battuta          (iii) Al-Biruni          (iv)  Abul Fazal  
 
Q8: Description of Daulatabad was given in which traveller’s account?  
 
Q.9 Name any two travellers who came to India during the medieval period (11th to 
17th C.E.)?  
 
Q.10 What was the Al-Biruni’s objective to come to India?  
 
Q.11. Name the plants found in India which amazed Ibn-Battuta.  
 
Q 12. What were the two kinds of Indian postal systems according to Ibn-Battuta? 
 
Q.13. Name of the two Portuguese writers, who came to India during medieval period. 
 
Q.14. Name the book written by Al-Biruni.  
 
Q15. Al-Biruni was a scholar from 
(i) Syria          (ii) France          (iii) Hebrew          (iv) none of the above  
 
Q16. When did Ibn Battuta come to India?  
(i) 1332-33          (ii) 1340-41          (iii) 1342-43          (iv) 1345-46. 
 
Q17. What is the name of the book written by Ibn Battuta? 
 
Q18. Which India's neighboring countries did Ibn- Battuta visit? 
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Q19. Francois Bernier came from  
(i) Arab          (ii) Morocco          (iii) Uzbekistan          (iv) France. 
 
Q.20. Francisco Bernier dedicated his work to 
 (i) Louis XVI          (ii) Louis V          (iii) Louis XI          (iv) Louis III  
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

CHAPTER 6 

BHAKTI SUFI TRADITIONS 

[CHANGES IN RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND DEVOTIONAL TEXTS 8TH TO 18TH 
CENTURY] 

Q1. Name the sociologist of the twentieth century who coined the terms “great” and 
“little to describe the cultural practices of peasant society of medieval Indian history? 

Q2. Who led the Virashaivas Movement in in medieval period?  

Q3. Who was Basavanna?  

Q4. By which other name we know the Virashaivas?  

Q5. What is Sharia?  

Q6.  Write the name of any two Sufi Silsilas?  

Q7. Who was the founder of Chisti Silsilas?  

Q8. Name the place where Khwaja Muinuddin’s dargah is situated?  

Q9. Who were Alavars?  

Q10. Give the name of any four well known reformers of Bhakti movement.  

Q11. What do you mean by Sufism?    

Q12. What were the main principle of Sufism?    

Q13. What is the importance and role of murshid in Sufi ideology?   

Q14. Which Tamil text is known as Tamil Veda?  

Q15. Who were Andal and Karaikkal Ammaiyar?  

Q16. Name the Mughal Emperor who visited in the darbar of Khwaja Muinuddin 
fourteen times:                                                                                 (i)Babar          (ii) Humayun          
(iii) Akbar          (iv) Shahjahan  
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Q17. Khwaja Muinuddin Chisti’s dargah is popularly known as:                     (i) Garib 
Nawaz   (ii) Garib Khanna   (iii) Shah Nawaz    (iv) Nawaz Dargah 

Q18. When did Muhammad bin Qasim annexed Sindh?                                     (i)  611 AD          
(ii) 711 AD          (iii) 811 AD          (iv) 851 AD 
 
Q19. Who laid the foundation of Khalasa Panth? 
 
Q20. What are the five symbols of Khalasa Panth? 
 
Q21. Who was the preceptor of Mira Bai? 
 
Q22.What do you understand by the word ‘ulatbansi’? 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

CHAPTER 7 
AN IMPERIAL CAPITAL VIJAYNAGAR 

[14TH TO 16TH CENTURY] 
 
Q1. Who were the founder of Vijayanagar Empire?  
 
Q2. Name the region where Gajapati rulers were rulings.  
 
Q3. What do you understand by the term ‘Kudirai Chetty’?   
 
Q4. In which language ‘Amuktamalyada’ was written? 
 
Q5. Name the place where the remains of Vijayanagar Empire discovered? 
 
Q6. What was the capital of Vijayanagar Empire?  
 
Q7. In which year the famous battle of Talikota fought?  
 
Q8. What was another name for Battle of Talikota? 
 
Q9. Who was the chief minister of Vijayanagar during battle of Talikota?  
 
Q10. Who was Abdur Razzaq.  
 
Q11.Who was Colonel Colin Mackenzie?  
 
Q12. What do you know about ‘Gopuram ‘?  
 
 Q13. What is ‘Mandapam’?  
 
Q14. WhyVijayanagar Emperors incorporated agricultural tracts  
within the fortified area?  
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Q15. Name the river bank where Hampi was located? 
 
Q16. What did the Vijayanagar rulers call themselves? 
 (i) Rai          (ii) Shah          (iii) Dev          (iv) Samrat 
 
Q17. How did the issue of water scarcity solve in Vijayanagar Empire?                                                                 
 
Q.18.Name the dynasty to which Krishna Dev Rai belonged? 
 
Q19. On behalf of which God, the rulers of Vijayanagar believed to rule?        (i) Shiva          
(ii) Vishnu          (iv) Virupaksha          (iv) all of the above  
 
Q.20. During which occasion ceremonies were performed at Mahanavami Dibba? 
 
Q.21. Who were Amara Nayakas? 
 
Q.22. Where is the Hazara Rama temple situated? 
 
Q.23.Which Italian merchant visited Vijayanagar Empire                                 (i) Nicolo De 
conti          (ii) Domingo conti          (iii) Nikitin                             (iv)  none of the above  
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CHAPTER 8 

PEASANTS, ZAMINDARS AND THE STATE AGRARIAN SOCIETYAND THE MUGHAL 
EMPIRE [16TH AND 17TH CENTURY] 

Q1. Name the officer responsible for supervising the fiscal system during the Mughal 
Empire.  

Q2. What was ‘jama’ and ‘hasil’?  

Q3. Name the place from where Maize introduced into India during the seventeenth 
century? 

Q4. Name the three main constituents of the village community during Mughal period? 
Q5. What do you understand by the term miras or watan? 

Q6. Describe jajmani system? 

Q7. Do you think the term ‘jangali’ symbolize absence of “civilization”? Explain? 

Q8: Which type of land was known as Polaj?  

Q9. Who was the author of Ain-I Akbari?  

Q.10.What was Jins-i-Kamil?  

Q.11 What were the functions of panchayat in Mughal period?  
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Q.12. Name any two sources that provides the information about the agrarian system in 
Mughal Period.  

Q.13. Who were Raiyat? How many types of Raiyat were there in Mughal period?  

Q14 Who were Khud-kashta and Pahi-Kashta?  

Q15. According to Ain-i-Akbari, Indian agricultural system was organized into how 
many seasonal cycles?  

Q16. ‘Dalhan’ and ‘tilhan’ crops belong to-  
(i) zayad          (ii) kharif          (iii) Rabi          (iv) none of the above  
Q17. In which area cotton was grown in Mughals period?  
(i) North India          (ii) Central India          (iii) Deccan          (iv) a and c both. 
 
Q18. During Mughal period, Bengal was famous for the production of  _________. 
 (i) sugar          (ii) cotton          (iii) papaya          (iv) mango  
 
Q19.Who collected revenue on behalf of the king during Mughal period? 
(i) Agricultural officer          (ii) Ryot          (iii) malkiat          (iv) Jamindar 
 
Q.20. Who were Mansabdars? 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

CHAPTER 9 
KINGS AND CHRONICLES THE MUGHAL COURTS [16TH TO 17TH CENTURY] 

 
Q1. In which language was Baburnama written? 
 
Q2. Who is the author of Baburnama?  
 
Q3. Who is the author of Humayunama?  
 
Q4. What is Razmnama?  
 
Q5. Who is the author of Badshah Nama?  
 
Q6. What was Chahar taslim and sijida?  
 
Q7. Which was the new capital of Shahjahan?  
 
Q8. Who was the founder of Mughal Dynasty?   
 
Q9. What do you mean by Kitab Khana?  
 
Q10. Who wrote Akbarnama?   
 
Q11. From where Rudyard Kipling named Mowgli for the young hero of his book “Jungle 
Book”? 
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Q12. The word Mughal originated from the word?   
(i) Mongol          (ii)  Mongolian          (iii)  Mangal          (iv) none of the above 
 
Q13. Who defeated Humayun?    
(i) Akbar          (ii) Babar          (iii) Sher Shah Suri          (iv) Diler Khan 
 
Q14. Which dynasty was ruling in Iran during the period of Mughals? 
 
Q15. Which language was prevailing in the Mughal court?   
(i) Arabic            (ii) Persian          (iii) Urdu          (iv) Pali 
 
Q16. Who was the last ruler of the Mughal Empire? 
 
Q17.Who described painting as a “magical art.”? 
 
Q18. When was Asiatic Society of Bengal founded? Who was its founder? 
 
Q19. Who propounded Sulh-i-kul? 
 
Q20. During which Mughal ruler the Fort in Agra constructed? 
 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

CHAPTER 10 
COLONIALISM AND THE COUNTRYSIDE EXPLORING OFFICIAL ARCHIVES 

 
Q1. Why did Deccan riots commission form?  
 
Q2. Who was Francis Buchanan?  
 
Q3. Who were Paharias?  
 
Q4. Who were Jotedars?  
 
Q5. What was the British policy towards Paharias?  
 
Q6. What were Paharias livelihood?  
 
Q7. Why did Zamindar defaulted at payment?  
 
Q8. What do you understand by ‘Damin-i-koh’? 
 
Q9. Who was the leader of Santhal Revolt? 
 
Q10. How Company used the account of Buchanan? 
 
Q11.In the time of 1857 rebel who was the raja of Burdwan? 
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Q12 Who was the Raja of Burdwan when permanent settlement was imposed? 
 
Q13.Mention any one reason of the introduction of Ryotwari system? 
 
Q14.What was the theory propounded by David Ricardo? 
 
Q15.Mention the area where Ryotwari Settlement introduced? 
 
Q16.When was Cotton Supply Association and Manchester Cotton Company formed? 
 
Q17.Who was David Ricardo? 
 
Q18. The Fifth Report was related to: 
      (i) The administration of the East India Company      

(ii) The condition of the farmers   
(iii)  Indian Administration           (iv) All of the above 

 
Q.19. When was Manchester cotton mill in Bombay founded?   
(i)1850          (ii)1855          (iii)1854          (iv)1860 
 
Q.20 The symbol of Paharias lifestyle was:   
(i) Plough          (ii) Hoe          (iii) axe          (iv) bull  
 
Q .21. Which of the following statements regarding Paharias lifestyle is incorrect? 
(i)  they lived near the Rajmahal Hills 
(ii)  they properly cultivated the land in the plains 
(iii) they practiced jhum cultivation. 
(iv)   they used to clean the small part of the forest by cutting the bushes and burning 
the grass chaff. 
================================================================== 

 
CHAPTER 11 

REBELS AND RAJ 1857 REVOLT AND ITS 
REPRESENTATIONS 

 

Q1. What was the immediate cause for the mutiny of 1857 ? 
 
Q.2. Where did the first revolt take place on 10 May 1857 ?  (i) Meerut (ii) Kanpur (iii) 
Lucknow (iv)  Delhi  . 
 
Q.3. What was subsidiary Alliance system ? 
 
Q .4. What was ' Doctrine of lapse' theory ? 
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Q .5.  What was the most important element of the revolt of 1857  ?  (i) leadership of 
Nana Saheb  (ii) Report of Bahadur Shah Zafar -II   (iii)  Hindu- Muslim Unity  (iv) none 
of the above . 
 
Q.6.  The word  “Firangi'' is associated with  ?  
(i)  Urdu language (ii) French language  (iii)Persian language   (iv)     Hindi language. 
 
Q .7.Give two military causes for revolt of 1857 ? 
 
Q .8. Who painted the relief of Lucknow ? 
 
 Q .9. The painting “Relief of India “ is made by  (i) William Thomas Philips (ii) Bistro (iii) 
Thomas Jones barker  (iv) William Monroe . 
 
Q .10. Who has said "politeness and compassion will help in gaining the loyalty of the 
soldiers" ? 
 
Q.11. Where did the longest resistance take place against the Britishers ? (i)  Jagdishpur  
(ii)   Delhi  (ii) Awadh  (iv)  Lucknow 
  
Q.12. Why was the revolt in Awadh so extensive ? 
 
Q .13. When was Awadh annexed by the Britishers?  (i) 1855  (ii) 1856  (iii)1861  (iv)  
1860.  
 
Q. 14.Where did the rebellion leaders  try to establish power and  rule ? (i)  Delhi  (ii) 
Kanpur  (iii) Lucknow   (iv)   all of the above  
 
Q .15. Mention two economic causes for revolt of 1857 ? 
 
Q.16. Who  led the revolt of 1857 in Bihar ? 
 
Q .17. Who led the revolt of 1857 in Jhansi ? 
 
Q.18. Who led the revolt in Lucknow? 
 
Q.19. Which battle British lost on 30 June 1857 ? 
 
Q.20.Who was the last emperor of Mughal Empire ? 
================================================================= 

 
CHAPTER 12 

COLONIAL CITIES: URBANISATION, PLANNING  
AND ARCHITECTURE 

Q .1. Why was the colonial government keen on mapping of Indian cities from the early 
years ? 
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Q. 2. What is the combined name of Sutanati, Kolkata and Govindpur  ? 
 
Q .3. Mention town planning in Bengal | 
 
Q.4. Mention the difference between white towns and black towns during the British 
period ? 
 
Q .5.Which is the best example of “ neo - Gothic” style of architecture ? (i) Fort William  
(ii) Saint Fort George   (iii) Victoria Terminal   (iv)    all the above 
 
Q.6. The Battle of Plassey was fought in -   (i) 1757  (ii)  1758  (iii) 1762 (iv)  1764 . 
 
Q.7. What was Limitation Law? 
 
Q. 8. Give one feature of Indo saracenic style of architecture ? 
 
Q .9. When did the first   all India census take place ? (i) 1872 (ii)  1881 (iii) 1887 (iv) 
1875. 
 
Q.10. What was  the main aim of censes ? 
 
Q .11.  When was the  rail started in India?  (i) 1851 (ii) 1853  (iii)  1856(iv) 1858 
 
Q .12. How  Railways affected Indian  towns  ? 
 
Q .13 . When did limitation law passed by British ?  
 
Q.14. Why were hill stations set-up ?  
 
Q.15 .Mention merits of hill stations ? 
 
Q .16.  Which hill stations was established after The Gorkha Hills ? (i) Mount Abu 
(ii)Shimla (iii) Darjeeling   (iv) all the above 
 
Q .17. Which city was known as the commercial capital of colonial India? 
 
Q.18.  Where was Writers Building situated  ? 
 
Q .19.  Which of the following statement is incorrect- 
  1. due to the introduction of Railways, the economic structure of the cities became  
weakers. 
2.  railway station became the collection centre of raw material. 
 3. after the expansion of Railways, new shops and the railway colonies were 
established. 
 4. Railway towns like Jamalpur, waltair and Bareilly developed . 
 
Q .20.  In which year Viceroy John Lawrence officially moved his Council  to Shimla? 
================================================================= 

CHAPTER 13 
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MAHATMA GANDHI AND THE NATIONALIST 
MOVEMENT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE AND BEYOND 

Q .1.When did Gandhi ji returned to India from South Africa ? 
 
Q.2. When did Gandhi ji write ‘Hind Swaraj’ ? 
 
Q.3. When was Mahatma Gandhi first focused distinctive techniques of non-violent 
protest known as Satyagraha and they promoted harmony between religions ? 
 
Q.4. The mentor of Gandhiji in politics ?  (i)  Gopal Krishna Gokhale  (ii)  Lala Lajpat Rai  
(iii)   Bal Gangadhar Tilak (iv)  Bipin Chandra Pal . 
 
Q .5.Where did Mahatma Gandhi first used Satyagraha in India ? (i)  Ahmednagar(ii) 
Banaras  (iii)  Champaran (iv) Ahmedabad  
 
Q .6.Why Indians opposed "Rowlatt Act" ? 
 
Q.7. In which early movement ,Gandhi raised voice for  the factory workers? 
 
Q.8 Why Gandhi ji call off the Non cooperation movement? 
 
Q.9.When did the Jallianwala massacre take place  ?   
(i)  191 9 (ii)   1920  (iii) 1921  (iv)   1922  
 
Q .10. Why did Gandhiji start non -cooperation movement ? 
 
Q. 11. Non- cooperation movement started in -  (i) 1921  (ii) 1922   (iii)1924 (iv) 1925 
 
Q .12 .When did the Chauri Chaura incident take place ?  
 
Q .13.Why was Khilafat movement started ? 
 
Q .14.When did Gandhiji began his Salt March ? 
 (i)  6 March 1929  (ii)  12 March 1930  (iii 15 March 1930  (iv)  15 March 1931. 
 
Q.15. When did the first Round table conference held ? 
 
Q.16   What was Gandhi Irwin pact of 1931 ?   
 
Q.17. Mention one  important feature of the salt march. 
 
Q .18.Who were the moderates ? 
 
Q.19. Where  was the annual congress session of December 1929 held ? 
 
 Q.20.Who was the leader of Khilafat movement ? 
============================================================== 
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THEME 14 

UNDERSTANDING PARTITION POLITICS 
MEMORIES EXPERIENCE 

Q .1.  Why partition took place ? 
 
Q .2. What  problems are faced by the historians , using  oral sources ? 
 
Q .3.When was Muslim League formed ? 
 
Q.4 . Provencal elections were held in which year:- 
  (i) 1935  (ii) 1936  (iii) 1937  (iv) 1938 
 
Q .5.  Who started  Shuddhi movement ? 
 
Q.6. In which year separate electorates were given to Muslims? 
 
Q.7. What was the name of the Punjabi Muslim student who coined the name Pakistan at 
Cambridge ? 
 
 Q.8. The two Nation theory was put forward in Indian context  by-      (i)Mohammed Ali 
Jinnah    (ii)   Shaukat Ali  (iii)   Muhammad Ali    (iv)   Rehmat ali Chaudhari . 
 
Q.9. On which day announcement of direct action day was made -  (i) 11 August 1946  
(ii) 12 August 1946  (iii) 15 August 1946  (iv) 16 August 1946 . 
 
Q .10. Among the major Nationalist leaders the one who was not involved in 
negotiations for Indian Independence was:  
 
Q .11. When was Hindu Mahasabha established ? 
 
Q .12. In provincial elections of 1937 Congress got majority  in how many ……...States.  
 (i)  5   (ii)  7 (iii) 9  (iv) 11  
 
Q .13.  Who was the leader of  Unionist party who attended the Pakistan resolution of 
the Muslim League at Lahore ? 
 
Q.14. The cabinet mission arrived in India in which year ?   (i)  1940 (ii)  1942 (iii)  
1944  (iv)  1946 . 
 
Q .15. When was Lucknow settlement devised?   (i) 1916  (ii)  1919  (iii) 1945  (iv) 1947 
 
Q.16. Who founded the Arya Samaj ? 
 
Q.17 When was ‘Pakistan’ Resolution moved by Muslim League.?.  
 
Q.18 . How many members were there in cabinet mission 1946 ? 
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Q.19. Who wrote “ Sare Jahan se Achha Hindustan Hamara”? 
 
Q.20. In which year Quit India Movement started? 
================================================================= 

CHAPTER 15 
FRAMING OF THE CONSTITUTION 

 
Q.1. Who headed the  drafting committee  of Indian constitution? 
 
Q.2. Who introduced the " Objectives resolution" in the constituent assembly  ? (i)  
Mahatma Gandhi   (ii)  Dr. B.R Ambedkar   (iii)  Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru  (iv)   Sardar 
Vallabhbhai Patel 
 
Q.3. Name the female member of constituent assembly who  demanded justice for 
women? 
 
Q.4.  Who said "The real  minorities are the masses if this country "? 
  (i)   N.G. Ranga  (ii)  B. pokar   Bahadur  (iii)   Jawaharlal Nehru  (iv)   Vir Savarkar  
 
Q.5. Who said "separate electorates will be suicidal  to minorities" ? 
 
Q6. Who said “We were suppressed for thousands of years... ?   
(i)  J Nagappa  (ii)  B.  Pokar Bahadur  (iii)    G.B. Pant   (iv) K J Khandekar                    
 
Q.7. Among the prominent members of the constituent assembly, the one who served as 
the law minister was ? 
 
Q.8. Name the lawyer from Gujarat who served with B.R Ambedkar in constituent 
assembly ? 
 
Q .9. Who was the first president of the constituent assembly of India ?   (i) Sachidanand 
Sinha   (ii)   K M Munshi    (iii)   Dr Rajendra Prasad  (iv)  Govind Ballabh Pant  
 
Q.10. Who gave the concept of Hindustani language  ? (i)  Nehru  (ii) Mahatma Gandhi  
(iii)  R. V. Dhulekar (iv)  Durgabai  
 
Q .11. On which date ‘Objective Resolution’ was introduced by Nehru ? 
 
Q .12. Who raise the voice for “Adibasi” in Constituent Assembly ? 
 
Q.13. who declared that the separate electorates was a poison that had entered the body 
of politics of a country ? 
 
Q.14. During the constituent assembly debates, the constitutional advisor to the 
Government of India was ? 
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 Q .15 Article of the Indian Constitution that gives power to the union to suspend state 
government is---- 
 
Q .16. Who was the Muslim leader opposed the Separate Electorates? 
 
Q. 17. Which  communist leader was there in the constituent assembly ? 
 
Q.18. Who supported the higher rights for states? ? 
 
Q .19. Which country's constitution is the  world's largest written constitution ?  
  
Q . 20. Why did Mahatma Gandhi think Hindustani should be the national language? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 MARKS QUESTIONS 

CHAPTER 1 

BRICKS BONES AND BEADS 
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Q1. How did the Harappan seals help in trade? 
Q2. Discuss the architecture of Harappan cities. 

Q3. What were the distinctive features of Harappan script? 

Q4. Discuss the religious beliefs of Harappans. 

Q5. How did Harappan civilization came to an end? 

 

CHAPTER 2 

KINGS FARMERS AND TOWNS 

Q6. How did Magadha become the most powerful Mahajanapadas? 
Q7. Why the communication along both land and rivers was vital for the Mauryans? 
Q8. Examine the sources of Mauryan History. 

Q9. How was the Mauryan administration organized? 

Q10. Discuss the system of land grants. 

CHAPTER 3 

KINSHIP, CLASS AND CASTE 

Q11. Mention any three rules about gotra. 

Q12. How can it be concluded that Mahabharata is a dynamic text? 

Q13. Which are the rights of women over the property of their parents? 

Q14. What were the rules of four varnas according to dharmshstras? 

Q15. What were the rules of marriage? 

CHAPTER 4 

THINKERS, BELIEFS AND BUILDINGS 

 

Q16.  Give any three teachings of Buddha. 

Q17. Why is 6th century BCE considered an important landmark? 

Q18. What are the major philosophies of Jainism? 
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Q19. Why were the stupas built? 

Q20. Discuss the growth of Puranic Hinduism. 

 

CHAPTER 5 

THROUGH THE EYES OF TRAVELLERS 

 

Q21. What did Al-Biruni write about India? 

Q22. How did Bernier compare east with west about private ownership? 

Q23. What did the foreign writers write about condition of women and slaves? 

Q24. What did Ibn-Battuta writes about the communication system? 

Q25. How did Ibn-Battuta describe Indian cities and bazaars? 

 

CHAPTER 6 

BHAKTI SUFI TRADITIONS 

 

Q26. What are “great” and “little” traditions? 

Q27. What was the attitude of Alwars and Naynars towards caste? 

Q28.  Discuss three aspects of Virshaivism. 

Q29. What are the three popular practices of Islam? 

Q30. How were the relations of Sufis with the State? 

Q31. What were the main teachings of Baba Guru Nanak? 

 

CHAPTER 7 

AN IMPERIAL CAPITAL VIJAYNAGARA 

 

Q32. Discuss the political and economic conditions of Vijaynagar during the reign of 

Raja Krishndeva Raya. 
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Q33. Discuss the functioning of Amar Nayaks. 

Q34. Discuss the water resources of Vijaynagar. 

Q35. What were the rituals associated with Mahanavmi Dibba. 

Q36. Discuss the temple architecture of Vijaynagar. 

 

CHAPTER 8 

PEASANTS, ZAMINDARS AND THE STATE 
 

Q37. Which technology was used in agriculture during the Mughal period? 

Q38. Which new crops were introduced to India during this period?  

Q39. Discuss the caste and social system prevalent during the period. 

Q40. What was the role of panchayats in society during this period? 

Q41. What was the role of women in agrarian society? 

Q42. What was the role of zamindars in the Mughal society? 

 

 

CHAPTER 9 

KINGS AND CHRONICLES 
 

Q43. Which languages were used in Mughal court? 

Q44. Give a brief description of Akbarnama. 

Q45. Discuss the religious views of Akbar. 

Q46. Discuss the important aspects of Mughal household. 

Q47. How was the provincial administration of Mughals organized? 

CHAPTER 10 

COLONIALISM AND THE COUNTRYSIDE 

Q48. What was Permanent Settlement? 
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Q49. Why did the zamindars defaulted on the payments of revenue? 

Q50. What do you understand by the fight between hoe and plough? 

Q51. What was the cause and result of the Santhal rebellion of 1855-56?  

Q52. Discuss the main features of Ryotwari settlement. 

CHAPTER 11 

REBELS AND THE RAJ 

Q53.Discuss any three reasons for the revolt of1857. 

Q54.Discuss the main points of subsidiary alliance. 

Q55.Why did the rebellion of 1857 fail? 

Q56.What changes came in the British administration after 1857? 

Q57.What do you understand by nationalist imageries?         

CHAPTER 12 

COLONIAL CITIES 

Q58.Which changes came in towns in the 18th century? 

Q59.How were the colonial towns managed in the 19th century? 

Q60.What problems did the census officials faced? 

Q61.Why did the British create Hill stations? 

Q62.Which were the important architectural styles used for public buildings? 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 13 

MAHATMA GANDHI AND THE 

NATIONALIST MOVEMENT 

Q63. Where did Gandhiji made his first public speech? Which were his first three 

movements? 
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Q64.Why was non cooperation launched? 

Q65.What is the importance of Lahore session of 1929? 

Q66.Discuss the main tenets of Gandhi Irwin pact. 

Q67.How do we know about Gandhiji ? 

Q68.Discuss the main tenets of Poona pact. 

CHAPTER 14 

UNDERSTANDING PARTITION 

Q69. What were the main tenets of Lucknow pact? 

Q70.Why was Pakistan resolution moved? 

Q71.Discuss the results of provincial elections of 1946. 

Q72.What did Gandhiji do to contain the riots? 

Q73.How can we recollect the instances of partition? 

CHAPTER 15 

FRAMING THE CONSTITUTION 

Q74. What is constituent assembly? How was it made? 

Q75.What do you understand by objective resolution? 

Q76.Discuss the powers of the state as enshrined in the constitution. 

Q77.What is the language policy as enshrined in constitution? 

Q78.What provisions were made in the constitution for weaker sections? 

 

8 MARKS QUESTION 

CHAPTER 1 

BRICKS, BEADS AND STONES 

Q1. Describe the town planning of Harappan civilization.  

Q2. How do the archeologists reconstruct the past?  
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Q3. Describe the craft production activities of the Harappan civilization.  

 Q4. Discuss the functions that may have been performed by the rulers in the Harappan 
society. 

CHAPTER 2 

KINGS, FARMERS AND TOWNS 

Q5. Describe the Mauryan administration. 

Q6. What do you understand by land grants? Describe the impact of land grants.  

Q7. What is numismatics? Describe its importance.  

Q8. Describe the limitations & importance of the inscriptions.  

CHAPTER 3 

KINSHIP, CASTE AND CLASS 

Q9. What do you understand by the critical edition of Mahabharata? Describe the role of 

V. S Suktankhar regarding this.  

Q10. What types of social & moral values we learn from Mahabharata?  

Q11. Discuss whether Mahabharata could have been the work of a single author?  

Q12. How important were gender differences in the early societies? Give reasons.  

CHAPTER 4 

THINKERS, BELIEFS AND BUILDINGS CULTURE 

DEVELOPMENT 

Q13. What were the causes for the development of Buddhism & Jainism?  Why Buddhist 
religion expanded so much?  

Q14. Describe the teachings of Jainism & Buddhism.  

Q15. Why did Sanchi Stupa survive but Amravati did not?  

Q16 Why & how were the stupas built? 

CHAPTER 5 

THROUGH THE EYES OF TRAVELLERS 

Q17. Describe the Bernier’ s theory of land ownership? How did it affect the other 
thinkers?  
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Q18. Compare & contrast the perspectives from which Ibn Battuta & Bernier wrote their 

account of their travels.  

Q19. Do you think Ibn-Battuta ‘s account is useful in arriving at an understanding of the 

life in the contemporary urban centers?  

Q20. Discuss Al–Biruni s understanding of the caste system.  

CHAPTER 6 

BHAKTI SUFI TRADITIONS 

Q21 Describe the major teachings of and Kabir or Guru Nanak? 
Q22. Describe the causes for the emergence of bhakti movements? What were its 

features? 

Q23. Describe the virashaiva tradition of Karnataka? 

Q24. Describe the activities performed by the Chisti Silsila? How was their relationship 

with the state? 

CHAPTER 7 

AN IMPERIAL CAPITAL VIJAYNAGAR 
Q25. What details were given by the Abdur Razzak and Paes about the fortification of 

the Vijayanagara empire?  

Q26. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of fortification of Vijayanagara empire? 

Q27. What was the importance of the Virupaksha temple and Vitthal temple of 

Vijayanagara empire? 

Q28. Discuss whether the term ‘royal center’ is an appropriate description for the part 

of the city for which it is used? 

 

 

CHAPTER 8 

PEASANTS, ZAMINDARS AND STATE 
Q29. Describe the importance of Ain- I- Akbari and its limitations? 

Q30. Examine the evidence that suggest land revenue was important for Mughal fiscal 

system? 

Q31. Describe the role played by Zamindars in Mughal India. 

Q32. Discuss the ways in which village headman and the panchayats regulated rural 

society? 
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CHAPTER 9 

KINGS AND CHRONICLES 
Q33. What were the concerns that shaped Mughal policies & attitude towards regions 

outside the sub- continents? 

Q34. What were the distinctive features of Mughal nobility? How was their relationship 

with the emperor shaped? 

Q35. Discuss with examples the distinctive features of Mughal chronicles. 

Q36. Describe the Mughal Administration. 

CHAPTER 10 

COLONIALISM AND THE COUNTRYSIDE 
Q37. What was the Fifth Report? Why was it debated in the British parliament? 

Q38. What was David Ricardian Theory of Land Revenue system? How does it affect 

Western Thinkers? 

Q39. What was Damin-i-koh? Why did Santhals rebel against the British? 

Q40. In what ways life of Paharias different from Santhals? 

CHAPTER 11 

REBELS AND THE RAJ 

Q41 Describe thecausesof the revolt of 1857  ? 

Q42 Why was the revolt particularly widespread in Awadh? What prompted the 

peasants, talukadars and zamindars to join the revolt? 

Q43 What do visual representations tell us about the revolt of 1857 ? 

 

 

CHAPTER 12 

COLONIAL CITIES 

Q44 What are the different colonial architectural style which can be seen in the Bombay 
city ? 

Q45 How were urban centres transformed during the 18thcentury ? 

Q46 What were the concerns that influenced town planning in the 19thcentury ? 

Q47To what extent were social relations transformed in the new cities ? 
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CHAPTER 13 

MAHATMA GANDHI AND THE NATIONALIST 

MOVEMENT 

Q48 How can you say that Mahatma Gandhi was a politician as well as a social reformer? 

Q49 How  did Mahatma Gandhi changed the national movement into the mass 
movement ? 

Q50 Describe the causes and programmes of Non-Cooperation Movement. 

Q51How can we reconstruct the life of Mahatma Gandhi ? Describe the sources. 

CHAPTER 14 

UNDERSTANDING PARTITION 

Q52 Describe the causes of India’s partition. 

Q53Describe the recommendations of Cabinet Mission of 1946. 

Q54 How did communal politics play a vital role in partition ? 

Q55.What were the limitations and strength of oral history ? 

CHAPTER 15 

FRAMING THE CONSTITUTION THE BEGINNING 

OF A NEW ERA 
Q56 How was the term minority defined by different groups ? 

Q57 What arguments were given in the Constituent Assembly for the strong centre and state ? 

Q58 Why did Mahatma Gandhi think Hindustani should be a national language ? 

Q59  How did Constituent Assembly seek to resolve language controversy ? 

SOURCE BASED QUESTIONS 

Chapter .1 
Bricks, Beads and Bones :The Harappan 

civilization   
 
Q1.  From the evidence- identify the civilization 
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      The Indus valley civilisation is also called the Harappan culture.Archaeologists 
use the term “culture” for a group of objects, distinctive in style, that are usually found 
together within a specific geographical area and period of time. In the case of the 
Harappan culture, these distinctive objects include seals, beats, weights, stone blades, 
and even baked bricks. These objects were found from areas as far apart as Afghanistan, 
Jammu, Balochistan (Pakistan) and Gujarat.  
 

Named after Harappa, the first site where this unique culture was discovered. 
The civilisation is dated between 2600 and 1900 BCE there were earlier and later 
cultures often called early Harappan and late Harappan, in the same area. The Harappan 
civilization is sometimes called the mature Harappan culture; to  distinguish it from 
these cultures. 
 
A) In what sense do archaeologists use the term culture ?[1M] 
B)What are all the objects found in the Harappan civilization and from which 
areas?[2M]                                                                                       
C) Why is Indus valley civilization called Harappan culture ?[3M]                     
                                                         
Q2.  How artefacts are  identified 

 
processing of food required grinding equipment as well as vessels for mixing 

,Blending and cooking. These were made of stone, metal and Terracotta.  This  is an 
excerpt from  one of the  earliest reports on excavation at  MohenjoDaro, the best 
known Harappan site: 
 
 saddle querns…... are found in considerable numbers……. and they seem to have been 
the only means in used for grinding cereals .As a rule,   They were Roughly made of 
hard, Gritty,Igneous Rock or sandstone and mostly show signs   of hard Usage.  As Their 
bases  are usually Convex, they must have been set in the earth or  in mud to prevent 
their rocking .Two main types have been found: those on which another smaller stone 
was pushed or rolled to  and fro, and others with which a second stone was used as a  
founder, eventually making a large cavity in the  nether stone.Querns of the farmer type 
probably used solely for grains ; The second type  possible only for pounding herbs and 
spices for making curries.In fact, stones of this letter type  are  dubbed “curry stones”   
by our workman  and our cook asked for the loan of one from the museum for use in the 
kitchen.  
A) What were the things required for cooking food ? [2M] 
B) write the characteristics of the saddle querns. [3M]                           
C) Which two main types of querns  have been found in Mohenjodaro? mention their 
uses. [1M]           
 
 
Q3. The most ancient system yet discovered 
   

About the drains, Mackay noted: “it is certainly the most complete ancient 
system as yet discovered.”Every house was connected to the street drains. The main 
changes were made of bricks set in mortar and were covered with loose bricks that 
could be removed for cleaning. In some cases limestone was used for the covered 
houses drains first emptied into a sump or suscepit into which solid metal settled while 
wastewater followed out into the street drains. very long drainage channels were 
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provided at intervals with sumps for cleaning It is a wonder for archaeology that  ,”little 
hips of material, mostly sand, have frequently been found lying alongside  drainage 
channels,Which shows... that the debris was not always carted away when the drain was 
cleared 
Drainage systems were not unique to the larger cities, what were found in smaller 
settlements as well. at Lothal for example, while houses were built of mud bricks, drains 
were made of burnt bricks. 
 
A)Who gave information about drains and what ? [1M] 
B) How the drains were built in the houses ?[2M] 
C)Does the drainage system show uniformity in cities and small settlements ?[3M] 
 
 
Q4. Evidence of an  invasion- Massacre in Mohenjodaro 
 

In the 1960s, the evidence of a massacre in MohenjoDaro was questioned by an 
archaeologist named George Dales. he demonstrated that the skeletons found at the site 
did not belong to the  same period. 
  Where as a couple of them definitely seem to indicate  a slaughter ,...... the bulk of 
the bones were   found in  contexts suggesting  burials  of sloppiest  and  most irreverent 
nature. There is no destruction level covering the  latest period of the city, no sign of  
extensive burning, no body  of Warriors  clad in armour and surrounded by the 
weapons of War. the  citadel, the only  fortified part of  the city,yielded no evidence of  a 
final defence. 
 

A) Who raised the question on the evidence of massacre ? [1M]  
B) what were the two evidence found in support of the       
 massacre ? [2M] 
C)  Give a brief introduction of George  Dales ? [3M] 
 
  
 
 

 
 

Chapter 2 
Kings, farmers and towns:  early states and 

economies 
 
  Q1. The emergence of new culture in the Indian subcontinent 
 

There were several developments in different parts of the subcontinent during 
the long span of 1500 following the end of the Harappan civilization .This was also the 
period during which the RigVeda was composed by people living along the Indus and its 
tributaries. agricultural settlements emerged in many parts of the subcontinent, 
including North India, the Deccan Plateau, and parts of Karnataka. besides, there is 
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evidence of pastoral populations in the Deccan and for the south new modes of disposal 
of the Dead, including the making of a elaborate  stone structures ,Known as megaliths, 
emerged in Central and South India from the first Millennium BCE in many cases, the 
Dead were  buried with the rich range of iron tools and weapons. 

 From the 6th century BCE, there is evidence that there were other Trends as 
well; perhaps the most visible was the emergence of various early States, Empires and 
kingdoms. Thesepolitical  processes.were other changes, evident in the ways in which 
agricultural production was organised. simultaneously, new towns appeared almost 
throughout the subcontinent. 
 Historians attempt to understand these developments by drawing on a range of 
sources- inscription, texts, coins and visual material. As we will see, this is a complex 
process. you will also notice that these sources do not tell the entire story. 
 
A) In which areas did the existence of Agricultural settlements come into 
existence?[1M]                                                                                            
B) What do you understand by megalithic culture ? [2M] 
C)what changes took place in the 6th century BCE ? [3M] 
 
 
Q2. capturing elephants for the army 
  

The Arthashastra  Lays down minute details of Administrative and military 
organisation; this is what it says about how to capture elephants. 
 
  Guards of elephant forests, assisted by those who rear elephants,Those who 
enchain  the legs of elephants , Those who guard the boundaries,Those who live in 
forests,as well as by those who nurse elephants, shell with the help of five or seven 
female elephants to help in tethering wild ones, trace  whereabouts of herds Elephants 
by following the course of urine and dung left by elephants. 
 According to Greek sources, the Maurya ruler had a standing Army of 600000 foot 
soldiers, 30000 cavalry and 9000  elephants. Some historians consider these accounts to 
be exaggerated.  
 

A) Which scriptures provide detailed description about military and administrative 
organisation ? [1M]                                                                         
B) What measures were given in Arthashastra to catch elephants ?[2M]       
C) What do you know from Greek sources ? [3M] 
 
 
  Q3.  The Pandya chief senguttuvan visits the forest 
  

This is an expert from the silappadikaram and Epic written in Tamil: 
( when he visited the forest) people came down the mountains singing and dancing…... 
just as the defeated so respect to the victorious King so did they bring gifts- Ivory 
fragrant wood, fans made of the  hair of Deer, Honey, sandalwood, red ocher, antimony, 
turmeric, cardamom, paper etc...  They brought coconuts, mangoes, medicinal plants, 
fruits, onions, sugar cane, flowers, areca nuts, bananas, baby tigers, lions, elephants, 
monkeys, deer, Musk deer, Fox, peacocks, Musk cat, wild cocks, Speaking parrots etc.  
A)  From which Epic is this excerpt taken ?[1M] 
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B) To whom and what  did people bring gifts ?  [2M]                           
C) How did people welcome senguttuvan ? [3M]                                  
 
 
Q4. In praise of Samudragupta 
 

This is an expert from the  prayagaprashasti: 
 he was without an antagonist on earth; he by the overflowing of the multitude of (his) 
many good qualities adorned by hundreds of good action has wiped of The Fame of 
other kings with the sole of (his) feet (he) is is Purusha the supreme being), being the 
cause of the prosperity of the good and the( the destruction of the bad (he is) 
incomprehensible( he is) one whose tender Heart can be captured only by the devotion 
and him humility; (he is) possessed of compassion (he is) the giver of many hundreds- 
thousands of cows (his) mind has received  ceremonial initiation for the uplift of the  
measurable ,the poor, the forlorn and the suffering ;(he is)  resplendent and embodied 
kindness to; mankind (he is) equal to  (the Gods0 Kubera (the god of wealth) Varun (the 
god of ocean) Indra (The God of rains) and Yama( the god of death). 
 
A) Give the meaning of prashasti ? [3M]                                                               
B)Samudragupta is compared to gods to justify the comparison ? [2M] 
C) Name two sources used to reconstruct the history of Gupta  rulers? [1M]                         
                                                                                
 

 
Chapter 3. 

kinship; caste and class: early societies- 
 
Q1. why kinfolk quarrelled 
 This is an excerpt from the Adi Parvan( literary, the first section) of the Sanskrit 
Mahabharat, describing why conflicts arose amongst the Kauravas and Pandavas: 
 the Kauravas were the…. sons of Dhritarashtra, and the Pandavas...were their cousins 
.sinceDhritrashtra was blind, his younger brother Pandu as ascended the Throne of 
Hastinapur ....However after the premature death of Pandu, Dhritrashtra became king, 
as the Royal Princess were still very young. As the princess grew up together, the 
citizens of Hastinapura began to express their preference for the Pandavas, for they 
were more capable and Virtuous than the Kauravas. This made Duryodhana, the eldest 
of the Kauravas, jealous. He approached his father and said,  “You yourself did not 
receive the Throne ,Although it felt to you, because of your defect. If the pandava  
receives the patrimony from Pandu, his son will surely inherit it in turn, and so will his 
son, and his. we ourselves with our sons  shall be excluded from the Royal succession 
and become of slight regard in the eyes of the world, lord of the earth !” 
Passages such as these may not have been literally true, but they give us an idea about 
what those who wrote the text thought. Sometimes, as in this case, they contain 
conflicting ideas.  
 
A) Who was the ruler of Hastinapur ? [1M]                                                            
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B) Why did the citizens of Hastinapur Wanted to see  Pandav as a ruler?  [2M]                      
                                                                                         
C)What did Duryodhansay  to his father ?[3M]                                               
 
 
Q2. proper social roles 
 
  here is a story from the Aadi Parvan  of the Mahabharata: 
Once  Drona, a Brahmana who  taught archery to the kuru princess , was approached by 
Eklavya, forest- dwelling Nishada  (a hunting community) when  drona, who knew the 
Dharma, refused to have him as his pupil,aEkalavya return to the forest prepared and 
image of Drona  out of clay, and treating it  as his teacher, began to practice  on his own. 
In due course, he acquired great  skill in archery. one day, the Kuru princes went 
hunting and their dog, wandering in the Woods, came upon Eklavya. When the dog  
smelt the dark nishada Wrapped in black deer skin, his body caked with dirt, It began to 
bark.  annoyed, Eklavyashot  7 arrows into its mouth. When the dog returned to the 
Pandavas, they were amazed at this superb display of archery. They tracked  
downEklavya, who introduced himself as a pupil of Drona. 
Drona  had  once told his favourite student Arjuna, that he would be unrivalled  amongst 
his pupils.Arjuna now  reminded Drona  about this.Drona approached Eklavya  who 
immediately acknowledged and honoured him  as his teacher. When Drona demanded 
his right thumb as his fee, Ekalavya unhesitatingly cut it off and offered it. but 
thereafter, when he shot with his remaining fingers, he was no longer as fast as he had 
been before. Thus, Drona  kept his word: no one was better than Arjuna. 
 
A) Why did Drona refuse to have Ekalavya as his pupil ?[2M] 
B) How did Ekalavya react to the demands of his Guru?[2M] 
C) How had Drona kept his promise to Arjuna ?[2M] 
 
 
Q3. A tiger-Like  husband 
  
This is a summary of a story from the Aadi Parvan of Mahabharata. 
The Pandavas had fled into the forest. They were tried   and fell asleep; only Bima, the 
second Pandava renowned for his powers, was keeping watch. A man -eating Rakshasa 
caught the scent of the Pandavas and sent his sister Hidimba to capture them. She fell in 
love with Bima and transformed herself into a lovely maiden  and  proposed to him. He 
refused. Meanwhile the Rakshasa arrived and challenged Bima to a wrestling match. 
Bhima accepted the challenge and killed him while the others woke up hearing the 
noise. Hidimba introduced herself, and declared her love for Bhima. she told Kunti. “I 
have forsaken  my friends, my  Dharma and my kin; and a good lady chose your Tiger- 
like son for my man ...whether you think me a fool, or your devoted servant, let me join 
you, great lady, with your son as my husband.” 
  Ultimately Yudhisthira agreed to the marriage on condition that they would 
spend the day together but that Bhima would return  every night . The couple roamed 
all over the world during the day  in due course. Hidimba gave birth to a Rakshas boy 
named Ghatothkach  then the mother and son left the Pandavas. The Ghatotkacha  
promised to return the Pandavas whenever they needed him. 
  Some stories suggested that the term Rakshasa is used to describe people whose 
practices differed from those laid down in brahmanical texts. 
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 A)Whom did Hidimba become fascinated with and what efforts did she make to get 
married?[3M] 

B) On what condition did Yudhishthira get ready for Hidimba and Bhima's wedding? 
[2M] 

C) What was the name of the son of Bhima and Hidimba? [1M]                    
 
 
Q4. Droupadi’s marriage 
 

 Drupada, the king of Panchal organised a competition where the challenges 
were to string  a bow and hit a target :  the winner would be chosen to marry his 
daughter draupadi. Arjuna was victorious and was garlanded by Draupadi. l The 
Pandavas wrote with her to their mother Kunti, who, even before she saw them, asked 
them to share whatever they had got. She realized her mistake when  she saw Draupadi 
,but her command  could not be violated   after much deliberation. Yudhisthira decided 
that dropadi would be their common wife. When Drupada was told about this, he 
protested. However, the seerVyasa arrived and told him that the Pandavas were in 
reality the incarnation of Indra, whose wife had been Reborn as Draupadi and they were 
destined for each other. 
 Vyasa added that in another instance Young women had prayed to Shiva for a 
husband, and in her enthusiasm, had prayed 5 times instead of once  this woman was 
known Reborn as Draupadi and Shiva had fulfilled her Desire convinced by these 
stories, Drupada consented to the marriage. 
 
A) What was the name of the King of Panchal  ? [1M]                                        
B)Pandavas went to Kunti with Draupadi and what did Kunti tell them? [2M]                       
                                                                                                  
C) Why did Drupada accept this marriage?[3M]                   
 

 
CHAPTER 4 

Thinkers, Believes and Buildings - cultural 
developments 

 
Q1. Sanchi in the 19th century 
 
  The most wonderful ancient buildings in the state of Bhopal are at Sanchi Kan 
Khera, a small village under the brow of a Hill some 20 miles North- East of Bhopal 
which we visited yesterday. We inspected the stone sculptures and Statue of the Buddha 
and an ancient gateway.... the ruins appear to be the object of great interest to European 
gentlemen. major Alexander Cunningham.... state several weeks in the neighbourhood 
and examine these ruins most carefully. He took drawings of the place, deciphered the 
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inscription, and bore shafts down these domes .The results of his investigations were 
described by him in an English work.... 
 From Shah Jahan Begum, Nawab of Bhopal ruled (1868- 1901), Taj- ul- Iqbal tarikh 
Bhopal (history of Bhopal), translated by H.D Barstow, 1876. 
 
A) which is the most amazing building in the ancient regions of the state of 
Bhopal?[1M]                                                                                                                                    
B) Which European gentleman inspected the Stupa of Sanchi and read the records found 
in Sanchi ?[3M]                                                                                                                          
C) What was the name of Begum of Bhopal and what was her autobiography, who 
translated it ?[2M]                                                                                                                     
 
Q2. Fatalists and materialists 
 

 here is an excerpt from the Sutta pitaka, describing a conversation between king 
ajatsattu, the ruler of Magadha, and the Buddha: 
 on one occasion King  Ajatasattu Visited the Buddha and described what another 
teacher, named makkhaligosala, had told him: 
 “Though  the  wise  should hope, by this virtue.... by this penance  I will gain Karma... 
and the fool should by the same means hope to gradually read himself of his Karma, 
neither of them can do it. pleasure and pain, measured out as it were, cannot be  altered 
in the course of a Samsara  (transmigration) . it can neither be lessened or increased 
…Just as a ball of string will when thrown on wind to its full length, so fool and wise 
alike will take their course and make an end of sorrow.” 
 
“And this is what a philosopher named AjithaKaisakambalin thought: 
there is no such thing, O King, as alms or sacrifice, or  offerings... there is no such thing 
as this world or the next.... 
 Human beings are made up of the four elements. when he dies the earthy  in him 
returns to the earth, the fluid to water, the heat to fire,the windy to  air,  and his senses 
pass into space…. 
 
 The talk of gifts is a doctrine of fools,  and empty lies... fools and wise alike are a cut off 
and perish. they do not survive after death.`` 
The first teacher belonged to the tradition of the Ajivikas. They have often been 
described as fatalists:Those who believe that everything is predetermined .The Second 
teacher belonged to the tradition of the lokayatas, usually described as materialists . 
texts from these traditions have not survived, so we know about them only from the 
works of other traditions. 
 
A) Explain what Makkhaligosalatold  the king Ajatasattu?[2M]                           
B) What did the philosopher named Ajitakesakambalin  teach? Explain. [1M]                       
                                                                                       
C) Describe the beliefs of the fatalists?[3M] 
 
 
Q3. Buddhism practices 
                   

   This is an accept from the Sutta pitaka and contain the advice given by the 
Buddha to a well the householder named sigala 
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              in 5 days should a master look after his servant and employees…. by assigning 
them work according to their strength by supplying them with food and wages ,by 
tending them in  sickness ;by sharing delicacies with them and by granting leave at 
times… 
               in 5 days should the Clansman look after the needs of samanas( those who have 
renounced the world) and  Brahmasas: by affections in act and speech and mind ,by 
keeping open house to them and supplying their worldly needs. 
               there are similar instructions to sigala about how to behave with the parents, 
teacher and wife. 
  
A) What advice did Buddha give to Segal about the relationship between the boss and 
his servants and employees?[3M] 

B)List the suggestions given by the Buddha to the Shramanas and Brahmins?[1M]                             

C) According to you, what instructions would have been given by Buddha to parents and 
teachers?[2M]                                                                                                                              
 
 
 Q4.  Rules for monks and nuns 
 
 These are some of the rules laid down in the Vinaya pitaka. 
 When a new felt ( blanket/ rug) has been made by a bhikkhu,. it is to be kept for  
(at least) 6 years. if after less than 6 years he should have  another new felt (blanket/ 
rug) made Regardless of whether or not he has disposed of the first then- unless he has 
been authorised by the bhikkhus - it is to be forfeited and Confessed. 
  In case a  bhikkhu who arrives at a family residence is presented with cakes or 
cooked grain- meal ,he may accept two or three  bowlsful if he so Desires. if he should 
accept more than  that , it is to be confessed. having accepted the two or three bol full 
and having taken them from there he is to share them among the bhikkhus. This is the 
proper course here. 
 should  any bhikkhus. having set out for a wedding in a lodging  belonging to the 
Sangha- for having had it set out -and then on the departing either put it away or have it 
put away ,or should he go without taking leave ,it is to be confessed. 
 
A) How many years does a bhikkhu use a new blanket or rug? What are its rules? [1M]                               
B) What is proper behavior?[2M]                                            
C) Can you explain why these rules are made?[3M] 
 
                                                                                      

CHAPTER  FIVE 

THROUGH THE EYES OF TRAVELLERS 

(Perception of the society) 

Q1: System of varnas 
 
This is Al-Biruni’s account of the system of varnas:  
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The highest caste are the Brahmana, of whom the books of the Hindus tell us that they 
were created from the head of Brahman. And as the Brahman is only another name for 
the force called nature, and the head is the highest part of the … body, the Brahmana are 
the choice part of the whole genus. Therefore the Hindus consider them as the very best 
of mankind. The next caste are the Kshatriya, who were created, as they say, from the 
shoulders and hands of Brahman. Their degree is not much below that of the Brahmana. 
After them follow the Vaishya, who were created from the thigh of Brahman. The 
Shudra, who were created from his feet . . .  
Between the latter two classes there is no very great distance. Much, however, as these 
classes differ from each other, they live together in the same towns and villages, mixed 
together in the same houses and lodgings. 
 
A) Give an account of the system of varnas described by Albiruni. [2M]   

B) Describe why did he call it as social pollution?[2M]      

C) Was this system contrary to the law of nature?[2M]                                                                             

 

 
Q2:Education and Entertainment 
This is what Ibn Juzayy, who was deputed to write what Ibn Battuta dictated, said in his 
introduction: 
A gracious direction was transmitted (by the ruler) that he (Ibn Battuta) should dictate 
an account of the cities which he had seen in his travel, and of the interesting events 
which had clung to his memory, and that he should speak of those whom he had met of 
the rulers of countries, of their distinguished men of learning, and their pious saints. 
Accordingly, he dictated upon these subjects a narrative which gave entertainment to 
the mind and delight to the ears and eyes, with a variety of curious particulars by the 
exposition of which he gave edification and of marvellous things, by referring to which 
he aroused interest. 
 
A) Who was Ibn Batuta?[2M]          
B) Mention any three exciting things which he noticed in India . [2M]   
C) How has Ibn Batuta accounted his travelling experience in Rihla? [2M]  

  

Q3 :DELHI 
Here is an excerpt from Ibn Battuta’s account of Delhi, often spelt as Dehli in texts of the 
period: 
 
The city of Dehli covers a wide area and has a large population ...The rampart round the 
city is without parallel. The breadth of its wall is eleven cubits; and inside it are houses 
for the night sentry and gatekeepers. Inside the ramparts, there are store-houses for 
storing edibles, magazines, ammunition, ballistas and siege machines. The grains that 
are stored (in these ramparts) can last for a long time, without rotting ... In the interior 
of the rampart, horsemen as well as infantrymen move from one end of the city to 
another. The rampart is pierced through by windows which open on the side of the city, 
and it is through these windows that light enters inside. The lower part of the rampart is 
built of stone; the upper part of bricks. It has many towers close to one another. There 
are twenty eight gates of this city which are called darwaza, and of these, the 
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Budaundarwaza is the greatest; inside the Mandwidarwaza there is a grain market; 
adjacent to the Gul darwaza there is an orchard ... It (the city of Dehli) has a fine 
cemetery in which graves have domes over them, and those that do not have a dome, 
have an arch, for sure. In the cemetery they sow flowers such as tuberose, jasmine, wild 
rose, etc.; and flowers blossom there in all seasons. 
 
A) Ibn Battuta has described cities as a broad opportunities for whom?[2m] 
 
B) According to Ibn Battuta what was the appearance of the markets of the cities?[2m]
  
C) How was Ibn Battuta made a constructional description of Dehli?[2m]  
  

 
 

CHAPTER  SIX 

BHAKTI-SUFI TRADITIONS (Changes in Religious 

Beliefs and Devotional Texts) 

Q1:Declining a royal gift 
This excerpt from a sufi text describes the proceedings at Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya’s hospice in 

1313: I (the author, Amir Hasan Sijzi) had the good fortune of kissing his (Shaikh 

NizamuddinAuliya’s) feet … At this time a local ruler had sent him the deed of ownership to two 

gardens and much land, along with the provisions and tools for their maintenance. The ruler 

had also made it clear that he was relinquishing all his rights to both the gardens and land. The 

master … had not accepted that gift. Instead, he had lamented: “What have I to do with gardens 

and fields and lands? … None of … our spiritual masters had engaged in such activity.” Then he 

told an appropriate story: “… Sultan Ghiyasuddin, who at that time was still known as Ulugh 

Khan, came to visit Shaikh Fariduddin (and) offered some money and ownership deeds for four 

villages to the Shaikh, the money being for the benefit of the dervishes (sufis), and the land for 

his use. Smiling, Shaikh al Islam (Fariduddin) said: ‘Give me the money. I will dispense it to the 

dervishes. But as for those land deeds, keep them. There are many who long for them. Give them 

away to such persons.’  

A) Examine the suitability of the gifts given by Ulugh Khan to Sufis?[2m]                                          
B)Demonstrate the ways through which the Sufis dispensed their donations.[2m]                                                                                                                                                                                    
C)Identify the relationship between the state and the Sufi saints. [2m] 
 
 
Q2:RITUALS AND THE REAL WORLD 
Here is a vachana composed by Basavanna;  
When they see a serpent carved in stone they pour milk on it.  
If a real serpent comes they say: ‘kill’, ‘kill’.  
To the servant of the god who could eat if served they say; ‘Go away’, ‘Go away’!  
But to the image of the god which cannot eat they offer dishes of food. 

A)Who was Basavanna?[2m]          
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B) From which cult & region he belonged to? [2m]      

C) Describe Basavanna’s attitude towards rituals. [2m]      

 

Q3: A church in Khambat:- 

This is an excerpt from a farman (imperial order) issued by Akbar in 1598: 

 
“Whereas it reached our eminent and holy notice that the padris (fathers) of the Holy 
Society of Jesus wish to build a house of prayer (church) in the city of Kambayat 
(Khambat, in Gujarat); therefore an exalted mandate … is being issued, … that the 
dignitaries of the city of Kambayat should in no case stand in their way but should allow 
them to build a church so that they may engage themselves in their own worship. It is 
necessary that the order of the Emperor should be obeyed in every way.” 
 
A) Who were the people from whom Akbar anticipated opposition to his order?[2m]   

B) How did the rulers adopt a flexible policy towards the ruled?[2m]    
C) What does the royal decree for the construction of the church by Akbar indicate?[2m]             
 

CHAPTER  SEVEN 

AN IMPERIAL CAPITAL VIJAYANAGARA 

Q1: Colin Mackenzie 
Born in 1754, Colin Mackenzie became famous as an engineer, surveyor and 
cartographer. In 1815 he was appointed the first Surveyor General of India, a post he 
held till his death in 1821. He embarked on collecting local histories and surveying 
historic sites in order to better understand India’s past and make governance of the 
colony easier. He says that “it struggled long under the miseries of bad management … 
before the South came under the benign influence of the British government”. By 
studying Vijayanagara, Mackenzie believed that the East India Company could gain 
“much useful information on many of these institutions, laws and customs whose 
influence still prevails among the 
various Tribes of Natives forming the general mass of the population to this day”. 
 
A)What was the purpose behind historical survey conducted by Colin Mackenzie?[2] 
B)What were the benefits of the historical survey of Vijayanagara?[2] 
C)Describe the achievement of Colin Mackenzie as a surveyor. [2] 
 
Q2: Kings and traders 
 
Krishnadeva Raya (ruled 1509-29), the most famous ruler of Vijayanagara, composed a 
work on statecraft in Telugu known as the Amuktamalyada. About traders he wrote: 
 
A king should improve the harbours of his country and so encourage its commerce that  
horses, elephants, precious gems, sandalwood, pearls and other articles are freely  
imported … He should arrange that the foreign sailors who land in his country on 
account of storms, illness and exhaustion are looked after in a suitable manner … Make 
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the merchants of distant foreign countries who import elephants and good horses be 
attached to yourself by providing them with daily audience, presents and allowing 
decent profits. Then those articles will never go to your enemies. 
 
A)Why the Amuktamalyada was an important statecraft of Vijayanagara?[2m]  
B) How did the king encourage the commerce and trade of his kingdom?[2m]   
C) What were the reasons for the prosperity and peace of the Vijayanagara empire?[2m]
  
 
Q3: How tanks were built 
a tank constructed by Krishnadeva Raya, Paes wrote: 
 
The king made a tank … at the mouth of two hills so that all the water which comes from 
either one side or the other collects there; and, besides this, water comes to it from 
more than three leagues (approximately 15 kilometres) by pipes which run along the 
lower parts of the range outside. This 
water is brought from a lake which itself overflows into a little river. The tank has three 
large pillars handsomely carved with figures; these connect above with certain pipes by 
which they get water when they have to irrigate their gardens and rice-fields. In order 
to make this tank the said king broke 
down a hill … In the tank I saw so many people at work that there must have been 
fifteen or twenty thousand men, looking like ants … 
 
A)What is the name of the reservoir built by Krishnadeva Raya?[2m]    
B) Write about the usefulness of the reservoir .[2m]      
C) How was the reservoir constructed by the king?[2m]      
 

 

 CHAPTER  EIGHT 

PEASANTS, ZAMINDARS AND THE STATE 

(Agrarian Society and the Mughal Empire) 

Q1: Cash or kind ? 

The Ain on land revenue collection : 
Let him (the amil-guzar) not make it a practice of taking only in cash but also in kind. 
The latter is affected in several ways. First, kankut: in the Hindi language kansignifies 
grain, and kut, estimates ... If any doubts arise, the crops should be cut and estimated in 
three lots, the good, the middling, and the 
inferior, and the hesitation removed. Often, too, the land taken by appraisement, gives a 
sufficiently accurate return. Secondly, batai, also called bhaoli, the crops are reaped and 
stacked and divided by agreement in the presence of the parties. But in this case several 
intelligent inspectors are required; otherwise, the evil-minded and false are given to 
deception. Thirdly, khet-batai, when they divide the fields after they are sown. Fourthly, 
langbatai, after cutting the grain, they form it in heaps and divide it among themselves, 
and each takes his share home and turns it to profit. 
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A).Examine the term ‘kankut’.[2m]         
B) Explain ‘khet-batai’ as the system of collecting revenue.[2m]     
C) Examine the role of Amil-Guzar. [2m]        

 

Q2:‘‘Moistening the rose garden of fortune’’ 

In this extract Abu’lFazl gives a vivid account of how and from whom he collected his 
information : 
... to Abu’lFazl, son of Mubarak ... this sublime mandate was given. ‘‘Write with the pen of 
sincerity the account of the glorious events and of our dominion-conquering victories 
...Assuredly, I spent much labour and research in collecting the records and narratives of 
His Majesty’s actions and I was a long 
time interrogating the servants of the State and the old members of the illustrious 
family. I examined both prudent, truth-speaking old men and active-minded, right-
actioned young ones and reduced their statements to writing. The Royal commands 
were issued to the provinces, that those who from 
old service remembered, with certainty or with adminicle of doubt, the events of the 
past, should copy out the notes and memoranda and transit them to the court. (Then) a 
second command shone forth from the holy Presence-chamber; to wit –that the 
materials which had been collected should be ... recited in the royal hearing, and 
whatever might have to be written down afterwards, should be introduced into the 
noble volume asa supplement, and that such details as on account to theminuteness of 
the inquiries and the minutaeof affairs, (which) could not then be brought to an end, 
should be inserted afterwards at my leisure. Being relieved by this royal order – the 
interpreter of the 
Divine ordinance – from the secret anxiety of my heart, I proceeded to reduce into 
writing the rough draughts (drafts) which were void of the grace of arrangement and 
style. I obtained the chronicle of events beginning at the Nineteenth Year of the Divine 
Era, when the Record Office was established by the enlightened intellect of His Majesty, 
and from its rich pages, I gathered the accounts of many events. Great pains too, were 
taken to procure the originals or copies of most of the orders which had been issued to 
the provinces from the Accession up to the present-day ... I also took much trouble to 
incorporate many of the reports which ministers and high officials had submitted, about 
the affairs of the empire and the events of foreign countries. And my labour-loving soul 
was satiated by the apparatus of inquiry and research. I also exerted myself 
energetically to collect the rough notes and memoranda of sagacious and well-informed 
men. By these means, I constructed a reservoir for irrigating and moistening the rose 
garden of fortune (the Akbar Nama). 
 
A)How were imperial ideologies disseminated ?[2m]      
B) Why were Royal orders considered as Divine ordinance ?[2m]    
C) Which sources were used to describe the vivid account of the Mughal Empire ?[2m]
  
 
Q3:Clearance of forests for agricultural settlements  
This is an excerpt from a sixteenth-century Bengali poem, Chandimangala, composed by 
Mukundaram Chakrabarti. The hero of the poem, Kalaketu, set up a kingdom by clearing 
forests:  
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Hearing the news, outsiders came from various lands.  
Kalaketu then bought and distributed among them  
Heavy knives, axes, battle-axes and pikes.  
From the north came the Das (people).  
One hundred of them advanced.  
They were struck with wonder on seeing Kalaketu 
Who distributed betel-nut to each of them. 
From the south came the harvesters  
Five hundred of them under one organiser.  
From the west came Zafar Mian,  
Together with twenty-two thousand men.  
Sulaimani beads in their hands  
They chanted the names of their pir and paighambar 
(Prophet).  
Having cleared the forest  
They established markets.  
Hundreds and hundreds of foreigners  
Ate and entered the forest.  
Hearing the sound of the axe,  
Tigers became apprehensive and ran away, roaring.  
 
A)What forms of intrusion into the forest does the text suggest? [2m]    
B) Evaluate the concept of jangli in the context of the source? [2m]    
C)  Analyse any two effects of foreign intrusion on the lives of forest dwellers. [2m]  
 

 

 

CHAPTER  NINE 

KINGS AND CHRONICLES (The Mughal Courts) 

Q1:Nobles at court  

The Jesuit Priest Father Antonio Monserrate, resident at the court of Akbar, noticed : 
In order to prevent the great nobles becoming insolent through the unchallenged 
enjoyment of power, the King summons them to court and gives them imperious 
commands, as though they were his slaves. The obedience to these commands ill suits 
their exalted rank and dignity.  
 
A) Examine the relationship between Akbar and his nobles. [2m]    
B) How do you think that the nobility was an important pillar of the Mughal State ?[2m] 
C) Explain the observation of the Jesuit Priest Father Antonio Monserrate regarding this 
relationship. [2m] 
 
Q2:Darbar-i Akbari 
Abu’lFazl gives a vivid account of Akbar’s darbar : 
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Whenever His Majesty (Akbar) holds court (darbar) a large drum is beaten, the sounds 
of which are accompanied by Divine praise. In this manner, people of all classes receive 
notice. His Majesty’s 
sons and grandchildren, the grandees of the Court, and all other men who have 
admittance, attend to make thekornish, and remain standing in their proper places. 
Learned men of renown and skilful mechanics pay their respects; and the officers of 
justice present their reports. His Majesty, with his usual insights, gives orders, and 
settles everything in a satisfactory manner. During the whole time, skilful gladiators and 
wrestlers from all countries hold themselves in readiness, and singers, male and female, 
are in waiting. Clever jugglers and funny tumblers also are anxious to exhibit their 
dexterity and agility. 
A)How has Abu’lFazl described Akbar’s darbar ?[2m]      
B) How was social control in court exercised ?[2m]      
C) How did members of the royal family participate in the darbar’sactivities ?[2m]  
 

Q3: In praise of taswir 

Abu’lFazl held the art of painting in high esteem: 
 
Drawing the likeness of anything is called taswir. His Majesty from his earliest youth, 
has shown a great predilection for this art, and gives it every encouragement, as he 
looks upon it as a means both of study and amusement. A very large number of painters 
have been set to work. Each week, several 
supervisors and clerks of the imperial workshop submit before the emperor the work 
done by each artist, and His Majesty gives a reward and increases the monthly salaries 
of the artists according to the excellence displayed. … Most excellent painters are now to 
be found, and masterpieces, worthy of a Bihzad, may be placed at the side of the 
wonderful works of the European painters who have 
attained worldwide fame. The minuteness in detail, the general finish and the boldness 
of execution now observed in pictures are incomparable; even inanimate objects look as 
if they have life. More than a hundred painters have become famous masters of the art. 
This is especially true of the Hindu artists. Their pictures surpass our conception of 
things. Few, indeed, in the whole world are found equal to them. 
 
A) Why did Abu’lFazl consider the art of painting important?[2m] 
B) How were pictures considered to be a powerful medium of communicating 
ideas?[2m] 
C) How did his Majesty express his patronage and interest in the art of painting?[2m] 
 
 

CHAPTER -10 

Colonialism and the countryside 

Q1. The Jotedar of Dinajpur 

Buchanan described the ways in which the jotedar of Dinajpur in North Bengal resisted 

being disciplined by the zamindar and undermind his power: 
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      Landlords do not like this class of men, but it is evident that they are absolutely 

necessary, unless the landlords themselves would advance money to their necessitous 

tenantry…. 

 The jotedars who cultivate large portions of lands are very refractory, and know 

that the zamindars have no power over them. They pay only a few rupees on account of 

their revenue and then fall in balance almost every kist (instalment), they hold more 

lands than they are entitled to their pottahs (deeds of contract). Should the zamindar’s 

officers, in consequence, summon them to the cutcherry, and detain them for one or two 

hours with a view to reprimand them, they immediately go and complain at the 

Fouzdarry Thana (police station) for imprisonment and at the munsiff’s (a judicial 

officer at the lower court cutcherry for being dishonored and whilst the causes continue 
unsettled, they instigate the petty ryots not to pay their revenue consequently….. 

A) Who was Buchanan? [1m] 

B) Who were the jotedars? Where was Dinajpur?[1m] 

C) What was the attitude of the landlords towards the jotedars? [2m] 

D) Describe the ways in which the jotedars resisted the authority of the Zamindars[2m] 

 

Q2. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

ON CLEARANCE AND SETTLED CULTIVATION 

Passing through one village in the lower Rajmahal hills, Buchanan wrote: 

      The view of the country is exceedingly fine, the cultivation, especially the narrow 

valleys of rice winding in all directions, the cleared lands with scattered trees, and the 

rocky hills are in perfection; all that is wanted is some appearance of progress in the 

area and a vastly extended and improved cultivation, of which the country is highly 

susceptible. Plantations of Asan and Palas, for Tessar (Tassar silk worms) and Lac, 

should occupy the place of woods to as great an extent as the demand will admit; the 

remainder might be all cleared, and the greater part cultivated, while what is not fit for 
the purpose, might  rear Plamira (palmyra) and Mowa (mahua). 

A)From where did Buchanan pass? [2m] 

B)What had been written about the view of the country by Buchanan?[2m] 

C)What had been written by Buchanan about plantations and products of the 

region?[2m]                                                                                                                                                           

 

Q3. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

A NEWSPAPER REPORT 
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The following report, titled ‘The ryot and the moneylender’, appeared in the Native 

Opinion (6 June1876), and was quoted in Report of the Native Newspapers of Bombay: 

They (the ryots) first place spies on the boundaries of their villages to see if any 

Government officers come, and to give timely intimation of their arrival to the offenders. 

They then assemble in a body and go to the houses of their creditors, and demand from 

them a surrender of their bonds and other documents, and threaten them in case of 

refusal with assault and plunder. If any Government officer happens to approach the 

villages where the above is taking place, the spies give intimation to the offenders and 

the latter disperse in time. 

A) Write the date and name of newspaper and title of the report.[2m] 

B) Why did they place spies?[2m] 

C)Discuss how a ryot of the area would have described the same situation. [2m] 

 

Q4. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

DEEDS OF HIRE 

When debts mounted the peasant was unable to pay back the loan to the moneylender. 

He had no option but to give over all his possessions – land, carts, and animals – to the 

moneylender. But without animals he could not continue to cultivate. So he took land on 

rent and animals on hire. He now had to pay for the animals which had originally 

belonged to him. He had to sign a deed  of hire stating very clearly that these animals 

and carts did not belong to him. In cases of conflict, these deeds could be enforced 

through the court. 

 The following is the text of a deed that a peasant signed in November 1873, from the 

records of the Deccan Riots Commission: 

  I have sold to you, on account of the debt due to you, my two carriages having iron 

axles, with their appurtenances and four bullocks … I have taken from you on hire under 

(this) deed the very same two carriages and four bullocks. I shall pay every month the 

hire thereof at Rupees four a month, and obtain a receipt in your own handwriting. In 

the absence of a receipt I shall not contend that the hire had been paid. 

A)List all the commitments that the peasant is making in this deed.[2m]       

B) What does such a deed of hire tell us about the relationship between the peasant and 

the money lender?[2m] 

C)    How would it change the relationship between the peasant and the bullocks he 

previously owned?[2m]            

 

CHAPTER 11 
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REBELS AND THE RAJ [1857] 

Q1. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
ORDINARY LIFE IN EXTRAORDINARY TIMES 

What happened in the cities during the months of the revolt? How did people live 

through those months of tumult? How was normal life affected? Reports from different 

cities tell us about the breakdown in routine activities. Read these reports from the 
Delhi Urdu Akhbar, 14 June 1857: 

      The same thing is true for vegetables and saag (spinach). People have been found to 

complain that even kaddu (pumpkin) and baingan (brinjal) cannot be found in the 

bazaars. Potatoes and arvi (yam) when available are of stale and rotten variety, stored 

from before by farsighted kunjras (vegetable growers). From the gardens inside the city 

some produce does reach a few places but the poor and the middle class can only lick 

their lips and watch them (as they are earmarked for the select). ...  

      There is something else that needs attention which is causing a lot of damage to the 

people which is that the water-carriers have stopped filling water. Poor Shurfas 

(gentility) are seen carrying water in pails on their shoulders and only then the 

necessary household tasks such as cooking, etc. can take place. The halalkhors 

(righteous) have become haramkhors (corrupt), many mohallas have not been able to 

earn for several days and if this situation continues then decay, death and disease will 

combine together to spoil the city’s air and an epidemic will spread all over the city and 

even to areas adjacent and around. 

A)How people survived during the month of revolt?[2m]                                        

B)How the people were carrying the water?[2m] 

C)How the cities spoiled?[2m]                                                                                           

 

Q2. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

SISTEN AND TEHSILDAR 

In the context of the communication of the message of revolt and mutiny, the experience 

of François Sisten, a native Christian police inspector in Sitapur, is telling.  

He had gone to Saharanpur to pay his respects to the magistrate. Sisten was dressed in 

Indian clothes and sitting cross-legged. A Muslim tahsildar from Bijnor entered the 

room; upon learning that Sisten was from Awadh, he enquired, “What news from 

Awadh? How does the work progress, brother?” Playing safe, Sisten replied, “If we have 

work in Awadh, your highness will know it.” The tahsildar said, “Depend upon it, we will 

succeed this time. The direction of the business is in able hands.” The tahsildar was later 

identified as the principal rebel leader of Bijnor. 

A)Who was sisten?[2m] 

B)Whysisten asked about awadh?[2m]                                    
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C)What is the meaning of this conversation?[2m]                 

 

Q3. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

WHAT TALUQDARS THOUGHT 

The attitude of the taluqdars was best expressed by Hanwant Singh, the Raja of 

Kalakankar, near Rae Bareli. During the mutiny, Hanwant Singh had given shelter to a 

British officer, and conveyed him to safety. While taking leave of the officer, Hanwant 

Singh told him: 

           Sahib, your countrymen came into this country and drove out our King. You sent 

your officers round the districts to examine the titles to the estates. At one blow you 

took from me lands which from time immemorial had been in my family. I submitted. 

Suddenly misfortune fell upon you.  The people of the land rose against you. You came 

to me whom you had despoiled. I have saved you. But now – now I march at the head of 

my retainers to Lucknow to try and drive you from the country. 

 

A)Explain the reasons for the anger of the people, as given by Hanwant Singh[2m].            

B) How was the grievance of the peasants carried over into the sepoy lines?[2m]                

C)Explain how all the peasants were not oppressive. [2m]             

 

Q4 .Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

WHAT THE SEPOYS THOUGHT 
This is one of the arzis (petition or application) of rebel sepoys that have survived: 
A century ago the British arrived in Hindostan and gradually entertained troops in their 

service, and became masters of every state. Our forefathers have always served them, 

and we also entered their service … By the mercy of God and with our assistance the 

British also conquered every place they liked, in which thousands of us, Hindostani men 
were sacrificed, but we never made any excuses or pretences nor revolted … 

      But in the year eighteen fifty seven the British issued an order that new cartridges 

and muskets which had arrived from England were to be issued; in the former of which 

the fats of cows and pigs were mixed; and also that attah of wheat mixed with powdered 

bones was to be eaten; and even distributed them in every Regiment of infantry, cavalry 
and artillery … 

       They gave these cartridges to the sowars (mounted soldiers) of the 3rd Light 

Cavalry, and ordered them to bite them; the troopers objected to it, and said that they 

would never bite them, for if they did, their religion and faith would be destroyed … 

upon this the British officers paraded the men of the 3 Regiments and having prepared 

1,400 English soldiers, and other Battalions of European troops and Horse Artillery, 

surrounded them, and placing six guns before each of the infantry regiments, loaded the 

guns with grape and made 84 new troopers prisoners, and put them in jail with irons on 
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them … The reason that the sowars of the Cantonment were put into jail was that we 

should be frightened into biting the new cartridges. On this account we and all our 

country-men having united together, have fought the British for the preservation of our 

faith … we have been compelled to make war for two years and the Rajahs and Chiefs 

who are with us in faith and religion, are still so, and have undergone all sorts of 

trouble; we have fought for two years in order that our faith and religion may not be 

polluted. If the religion of a Hindoo or Mussalman is lost, what remains in the world? 

A)How British became master?[2m] 

B)What order issued by British in 1857?[2m]                            

C)What was controversy of 3rd light cavalry?[2m] 

 

CHAPTER-12 

Colonial cities 

Q1. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

Escaping to the countryside 

This is how the famous poet Mirza Ghalib described what the people of Delhi did when 

the British forces occupied the city in 1857: 

Smiting the enemy and driving him before them, the victors (i.e., the British) overran 

the city in all directions. All whom they found in the street they cut down …For two to 

three days every road in the city, from the Kashmiri Gate to Chandni Chowk, was a 

battlefield. Three gates – the Ajmeri, the Turcoman and the Delhi – were still held by the 

rebels … At the naked spectacle of this vengeful wrath and malevolent hatred the colour 

fled from men’s faces and a vast concourse of men and women took to precipitate flight 

through these three gates. Seeking the little villages and shrines outside the city they 
drew breath to wait until such time as might favour their return 

A) Who was mirza galib? [2m] 

B) What Mirza describe about 1857? [2m] 

C)Why they were seeking little village? [2m] 

 

Q2. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

A rural city? 
Read this excerpt on Madras from the Imperial Gazetteer, 1908: 

… the better European residences are built in the midst of compounds which almost 

attain the dignity of parks; and rice-fields frequently wind in and out between these in 
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almost rural fashion. Even in the most thickly peopled native quarters such as Black 

Town and Triplicate, there is little of the crowding found in many other towns … 

A)From where this content taken? [2m] 

B)Why their residence built outside the crowdie area?[2m]                             

C)Define about black town? [2m]                                                                                

 

Q3. Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

“ For the regulation og nuisances of every  description 

By the early nineteenth century the British felt that permanent and public rules had to 

be formulated for regulating all aspects of social life. Even the construction of private 

buildings and public roads ought to confirm to standardized rules that were clearly 
codified. In his Minute on Calcutta (1803) Wellesley wrote:  

   It is a primary duty of Government to provide for the health, safety and convenience of 

the inhabitants of this great town, by establishing a comprehensive system for the 

improvement of roads, streets, public drains, and water courses, and by fixing 

permanent rules for the construction and distribution of the houses and public edifices, 
and for the regulation of nuisances of every description. 

A)What is the meaning of standardized rules? [2m] 

B)What was the minute of Calcutta? [2m] 

C) what was the white town give the symptoms  of white town? [2m]            

 

 

Unit-13 

Mahatma Gandhi and the nationalist movement 

Q1. CHARKHA 
Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
 
Mahatma Gandhi was profoundly critical of the modern age in which machines enslaved 

humans and displaced labour. He saw the charkha as a symbol of a human society that 

would not glorify machines and technology. The spinning wheel, moreover, could 
provide the poor with supplementary income and make them self-reliant. 

What I object to, is the craze for machinery as such. The craze is for what they call 

laborsaving machinery. Men go on “saving labour”, till thousands are without work and 

thrown on the open streets to die of starvation. I want to save time and labour, not for a 
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fraction of mankind, but for all; I want the concentration of wealth, not in the hands of 

few, but in the hands of all. 

 

(i) Why Gandhi ji against the machines? [2m] 

(ii) What was the modal of Gandhi for labours ? [2m] 

(iii) Why Gandhi ji  choosed  charkha? [2m] 

 

Q2: Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
Why the salt satyagraha 

Why was salt the symbol of protest? This is what Mahatma Gandhi wrote: 

The volume of information being gained daily shows how wickedly the salt tax has been 

designed. In order to prevent the use of salt that has not paid the tax which is at times 

even fourteen times its value, the Government destroys the salt it cannot sell profitably. 

Thus it taxes the nation’s vital necessity; it prevents the public from manufacturing it 

and destroys what nature manufactures without effort. No adjective is strong enough 

for characterizing this wicked dog-in-the-manger policy. From various sources I hear 

tales of such wanton destruction of the nation’s property in all parts of India. Maunds if 

not tons of salt are said to be destroyed on the Konkan coast. The same tale comes from 

Dandi. Wherever there is livelihood of natural salt being takeaway by the people living 

in the neighborhood of such areas for their personal use, salt officers are posted for the 

sole purpose of carrying on destruction. Thus valuable national property is destroyed at 

national expense and salt taken out of the mouths of the people.  

The salt monopoly is thus a fourfold curse. It deprives the people of a valuable easy 

village industry, involves wanton destruction of property that nature produces in 

abundance, the destruction itself means more national expenditure, and fourthly, to 

crown this folly, an unheard-of tax of more than 1,000 per cent is exacted from a 
starving people.  

This tax has remained so long because of the apathy of the general public. Now that it is 

sufficiently roused, the tax has to go. How soon it will be abolished depends upon the 
strength the people. 

A) Why Gandhi ji choosed salt as a tool? [2m] 

B) What was the salt law? [2m] 

C) Why Gandhi chooses Dandi for March? [2m] 

 

Q3.“Tomorrow we shall break the salt tax law” 

 Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

On 5 April 1930, Mahatma Gandhi spoke at Dandi: 
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When I left Sabarmati with my companions for this seaside hamlet of Dandi, I was not 

certain in my mind that we would be allowed to reach this place. Even while I was at 

Sabarmati there was a rumour that I might be arrested. I had thought that the 

Government might perhaps let my party come as far as Dandi, but not me certainly. If 

someone says that this betrays imperfect faith on my part, I shall not deny the charge. 

That I have reached here is in no small measure due to the power of peace and non-

violence: that power is universally felt. The Government may, if it wishes, congratulate 

itself on acting as it has done, for it could have arrested every one of us. In saying that it 

did not have the courage to arrest this army of peace, we praise it. It felt ashamed to 

arrest such an army. He is a civilized man who feels ashamed to do anything which his 

neighbours would disapprove. The Government deserves to be congratulated on not 
arresting us, even if it desisted only from fear of world opinion.  

Tomorrow we shall break the salt tax law. Whether the Government will tolerate that is 

a different question. It may not tolerate it, but it deserves congratulations on the 
patience and forbearance it has displayed in regard to this party. … 

A)what was the idea in  Gandhi’s  mind? [2M]                                                                     

B) what Gandhi ji said about salt law break? [2M] 

C) What Gandhi ji said about non violence? [2M] 

 

The problem with separate electorates 

Q4: Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
At the Round Table Conference Mahatma Gandhi stated his arguments against separate 

electorates for the Depressed Classes: 

Separate electorates to the “Untouchables” will ensure them bondage in perpetuity … 

Do you want the “Untouchables” to remain “Untouchables” forever? Well, the separate 

electorates would perpetuate the stigma. What is needed is destruction of 

“Untouchability”, and when you have done it, the bar sinister, which has been imposed 

by an insolent “superior” class upon an “inferior” class, will be destroyed. When you 

have destroyed the bar sinister to whom will you give the separate electorates? 

A) Explain the view of Gandhiji on separate electorates for depressed classes. [2M] 

B) Explain the view of Ambedkar on separate electorates.[2M]                                                   

C)Compare the view of Gandhiji and Dr. Ambedkar and give your opinion with 

 Reasons. [2M]   

 

Unit-14 

Understanding partition 
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The Muslim League resolution of 1940 

Q1: Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
 
The League’s resolution of 1940 demanded: 

that geographically contiguous units are demarcated into regions, which should be  so 

constituted, with such territorial readjustments as may be necessary, that the areas in 

which the Muslims are numerically in a majority as in the north-western and eastern 

zones of India should be grouped to constitute “Independent States”, in which the 

constituent units shall be autonomous and sovereign. 

A) Which was two region marked by muslim league?[2M]                                                         

B)Where muslim were in majority?[2M]                                                                                         

C)Analyze the motif of muslim league?[2M]                                                                                    

 

SPEECH AT PRAYER MEETING, 7 SEPTEMBER 1946 

Q2: Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
 

But I am firmly convinced that the Pakistan demand as put forward by the Muslim 

League is un-Islamic and I have not hesitated to call it sinful. Islam stands for the unity 

and brotherhood of mankind, not for disrupting the oneness of the human family. 

Therefore, those who want to divide India into possible warring groups are enemies a 

like of Islam and India. They may cut me to pieces but they cannot make me subscribe to 

something which I consider to be wrong. 

 

A)Explain what Gandhji wished to see again.[2M] 

B)Explain how the demand for Pakistan was un-islamic. [2M]  

C)Why did Mahatma Gandhi say that his voice was a voice in the wilderness? Explain. 

[2M] 

 

Q3 Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
What “recovering” women meant 

 

Here is the experience of a couple, recounted by Prakash Tandon in his Punjabi Century, 
an autobiographical social history of colonial Punjab: 

        In one instance, a Sikh youth who had run amuck during the Partition persuaded a 

massacring crowd to let him take away a young, beautiful Muslim girl. They got married, 

and slowly fell in love with each other. Gradually memories of her parents, who had 

been killed, and her former life faded. They were happy together, and a little boy was 
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born. Soon, however, social workers and the police, labouring assiduously to recover 

abducted women, began to track down the couple. They made inquiries in the Sikh’s 

home-district of Jalandhar; he got scent of it and the family ran away to Calcutta. The 

social workers reached Calcutta. Meanwhile, the couple’s friends tried to obtain a stay-

order from the court but the law was taking its ponderous course. From Calcutta the 

couple escaped to some obscure Punjab village, hoping that the police would fail to 

shadow them. But the police caught up with them and began to question them. His wife 

was expecting again and now nearing her time. The Sikh sent the little boy to his mother 

and took his wife to a sugar-cane field. He made her as comfortable as he could in a pit  

while he lay with a gun, waiting for the police, determined not to lose her while he was 

alive. In the pit he delivered her with his own hands. The next day she ran high fever, 

and in three days she was dead. He had not dared to take her to the hospital. He was so 

afraid the social workers and the police would take her away. 

A)Describe the tragic experience of the Sikh Youth who persuaded the killers to let him 

take the girl with him. [2m]                                                                                    

B)Why did the social workers and police want to recover the Muslim girl. [1m] 

C)Explain the relations both, the Muslim girl and the Sikh youth.[2m]    

D)How did the girl die? Explain. [1m]    

 

A small basket of grapes 

Q4: Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
This is what Khushdeva Singh writes about his experience during one of his visits to 
Karachi in 1949: 

My friends took me to a room at the airport where we all sat down and talked … (and) 

had lunch together. I had to travel from Karachi to London …at 2.30 a.m. … At 5.00 p.m. 

… I told my friends that they had given me so generously of their time, I thought it 

would be too much for them to wait the whole night and suggested they must spare 

themselves the trouble. But nobody left until it was dinner time …Then they said they 

were leaving and that I must have a little rest before emplaning. … I got up at about 1.45 

a.m. and, when I opened the door, I saw that all of them were still there …They all 

accompanied me to the plane, and, before parting, presented me with a small basket of 

grapes. I had no words to express my gratitude for the overwhelming affection with 
which I was treated and the happiness this stopover had given me 

A)Who was Kushadeva Singh? [1m]                                                                                                 

B) How did his friends show their affection to him during his visit to Karanchi?[2m]  

C)How was Kushdeva Singh seen as a symbol of humanity and harmony?[1m]             

D)This source is an example of oral history. How does oral history help historians to 

reconstruct events of the recent past? Give two points[2m]. 
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Unit-15 

Framing the constitution 

Q1: Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
 

“The British element is gone, but they have left the mischief behind” 

Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel said: 

It is no use saying that we ask for separate electorates, because it is good for us. We 

have heard it long enough. We have heard it for years, and as a result of this 

agitation we are now a separate nation … Can you show me one free country 

where there are separate electorates¿ If so, I shall be prepared to accept it. 

But in this unfortunate country if this separate electorate is going to be 

persisted in, even after the division of the country, woe betides the country; it 

is not worth living in. Therefore, I say, it is not for my good alone, it is for 

your own good that I say it, forget the past. One day, we may be united … The 

British element is gone, but they have left the mischief behind. We do not 

want to perpetuate that mischief. (Hear, hear). When the British introduced 

this element they had not expected that they will have to go so soon. They 

wanted it for their easy administration. That is all right. But they have left the 
legacy behind. Are we to get out of it or not? 

 

A)Why were we now a separate nation? Explain briefly. [2m]                                                 

B)Explain the remarks made by Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel after the division of the 

country. [2m]                                                                                      

C)Why did the demand for separate electorates provoke anger and dismay amongst 
most nationalist? Explain. [2m]                                                                                         

 

 

Q2. “I believe separate electorates will be suicidal to the minorities” 

 Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
During  the debate on 27 August 1947. Govind Ballabh Pant said: I believe separate 

electorates will be suicidal to the minorities and will do them tremendous harm. If they 

are isolated for ever, they can never convert themselves into a majority and the feeling 

of frustration will cripple them even from the very beginning. What is it that you desire 

and what is our ultimate objective¿ Do the minorities always want to remain as 
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minorities or do they ever expect to form an integral part of a great nation and as such 

to guide and control its destinies¿ If they do, can they ever achieve that aspiration and 

that ideal if they are isolated from the rest of the community¿ I think it would be 

extremely dangerous for them if they were segregated from the rest of the community 

and kept aloof in an air-tight compartment where they would have to rely on others 

even for the air they breath …The minorities if they are returned by separate electorates 

can never have any effective voice. 

A)Why was Govind Ballabh Pant against separate electorates? [2m]              

B) Why were some Muslim also against separate electorates?[2m] 

C) What pant said about minorities? [2m]                                                                 

 

Q3. “There cannot be any divided loyalty” 

 Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

Govind Ballabh Pant argued that in order to become loyal citizens people had to stop 

focusing only on the community and the self: 

For the success of democracy one must train himself in the art of self-discipline. In 

democracies one should care less for himself and more for others. There cannot be any 

divided loyalty. All loyalties must exclusively be centered round the State. If in a 

democracy, you create rival loyalties, or you create a system in which any individual or 

group, instead of suppressing his extravagance, cares not for larger or other interests, 

then democracy is doomed. 

A) Explain the qualities of good citizens.[2m] 

B) Explain why all loyalties must be centered round the state. [2m] 

C)Examine the circumstances which may lead democracy to a doom.[2m]    

 

Q4. “The real minorities are the masses of this country” 

: Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

Welcoming the Objectives Resolution 

Sir, there is a lot of talk about minorities. Who are the real minorities? Not the Hindus in 

the so-called Pakistan provinces, not the Sikhs, not even the Muslims. No, the real 

minorities are the masses of this country. These people are so depressed and oppressed 
and suppressed till now that they are notable to take advantage of the ordinary civil 

rights. What is the position? You go to the tribal areas. According to law, their own 

traditional law, their tribal law, their lands cannot be alienated. Yet our merchants go 

there, and in the so-called free market they are able to snatch their lands. Thus, even 

though the law goes against this snatching away of their lands, still the merchants are 
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able to turn the tribal people into veritable slaves by various kinds of bonds, and make 

them hereditary bond-slaves. Let us go to the ordinary villagers. There goes the money-

lender with his money and he is able to get the villagers in his pocket. There is the 

landlord himself, the zamindar, and the malguzar and there are the various other people 

who are able to exploit these poor villagers. There is no elementary education even 

among these people. These are the real minorities that need protection and assurances 

of protection. In order to give them the necessary protection, we will need much more 
than this Resolution... 

A) How is the notion of minority defined by N.G.Ranga? [2m]                                               

B) Explain the condition of ordinary villagers.[2m]                                                                   

C)Describe the living condition of the tribals. [2m]                                                                  

 

Q5. “We want removal of our social disabilities” 

 Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
DakshayaniVelayudhan from Madras, argued: 

What we want is not all kinds of safeguards. It is the moral safeguard which gives 

protection to the underdogs of this country ...I refuse to believe that seventy million 

Harijans are to be considered as a minority ... what we want is the ... immediate removal 
of our social disabilities. 

A) What is meaning of safe guard here? [2m] 

B) Which comunitywas  refuse as a minority?[2m]  

C) What is the meaning of social disabilities? [2m] 

 

We have never asked for privileges 

Q6.  Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

Hansa Mehta of Bombay demanded justice for women, not reserved seats, or separate 
electorates. 

We have never asked for privileges. What we have asked for is social justice, economic 

justice, and political justice. We have asked for that equality which alone can be the 

basis of mutual respect and understanding, without which real cooperation is not 

possible between man and woman. 

A)How could the women be empowered economically? [3m] 

B) What could be the basis of mutual respect among men and women? Explain. [2m] 

C)   Why did Hansa Mehta not demand separate electorates or reserved seats for 

women? Explain.[1m]                                                                               
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Q7. What should the qualities of a national language be? 

Read the following excerpt carefully and answer the questions that follow : 
A few months before his death Mahatma Gandhi reiterated his views on the language 

question: 

This Hindustani should be neither Sanskritised Hindi nor Persianised Urdu but a happy 

combination of both. It should also freely admit words wherever necessary from the 

different regional languages and also assimilate words from foreign languages, provided 

that they can mix well and easily with our national language. Thus our national language 

must develop into a rich and powerful instrument capable of expressing the whole 

gamut of human thought and feelings. To confine oneself to Hindi or Urdu would be a 
crime against intelligence and the spirit of patriotism. 

A)Examine the view of Gandhiji on the language issue. [2m] 

B) Do you agree with the views of Gandhiji? Give reasons. [2m] 

C)Explain why Hindi and Urdu started growing apart.[2m]                                                        

 

  

 
 

 

MAP BASED QUESTIONS… 
  

[BOOK-1- PAGE NO. 2] MAP WORK NO. -1 

"BRICKS. BEADS AND BONES THE HARAPPAN CIVILISATJONI" 

(Identification and labelling) 

QI: On the same outline map seven places have been marked as A, B, C, D, E, F and G 

which are related to the mature Harappan sites. Identify them and write their correct 

names on the lines marked near them. 

A) The most well known Harappan site. 
B) The site which first to be discovered •in civilisation. 
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C) The site where Archaeologists have found evidence of ploughed field. 

D) The site where terracotta models of plough have been found in Haryana. 

E) The tiny settlement (less than 7 hectares). 
F) The site which was specialized centre for making shell objects. 

G) Site where water reservoirs are found. 

 

 

Q2: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following mature 
Harappan sites appropriately. 

A) Balakot 
B) Rakhigarhi 

C) Lothal 

D) KotDiji 
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[BOOK-1- PAGE NO. 30] MAP WORK No -2 

 

"KINGS. FARMERS AND TOWNS" 

(Identification and labeling) 

QI: On the same outline map four places have been marked as A, B, C and D which are 
related to the Mahajanapadas and Cities. Identify them and write their correct names on 
the lines marked near them. 

A) The most powerful mahajanapada between 6th and 4th century BCE. 
B) One of the major political provincial centre of Ashokan empire (Mauryas). 
C) The city which was situated on important long distance trade route. 
D) The sangha, where the rajas probably controlled resources such as land collectively. 
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Q2: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following 
Mahajanapadas and Cities appropriately. 

• Kosala 

• Kuru 

• Panchala 

• Gandhara 

• Avanti 

• Rajgir 

 

***************************************************************************** 

 

 

[BOOK-1- PAGE NO. 33] MAP WORK NO- 3 

"KINGS. FARMERS AND TOWNS" 

(Identification and labeling) 

QI: On the same outline map four places have been marked as A, B, C and D which are 

related to the Distribution of Ashokan inscriptions. Identify them and write their 

correct names on the lines marked near them. 

 

Q2: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following 
Kingdom_QfTamilakam appropriately. 

• Cholas 

• Cheras 

• Pandyas 
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[BOOK-1- PAGE NO. 43] MAP WORK NO-4 

"KINGS. EARMER$. AND TOWNS" 

(Identification and labeling) 

QI: On the same outline map five places have been marked as A, B, C, D and E which are 

related to the Important Kingdoms. Identify them and write their correct names on the  

lines marked near them. 

 

 

 

 

Q2: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following 
Cities/Towns appropriately. 
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• Mathura 

 

• Kanauj 

• Puhar 

• Bharukachchha 

• Shravasti 

• Vaishali 

• Varanasi 

• Vidisha 

 

 

[BOOK-1- PAGE NO. 95] MAP WORK NO-5 

"THINKERS. BELIEFS AND BUILDINGS" 

(Identification and labeling) 

QI: On the same outline map of India, nine places which are major Buddhist sites have 
been marked as A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I, Identify them and write their correct names on 
the lines drawn near them. 
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"MAJOR BUDDHIST SITES" 
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[BOOK-2- PAGE NO. 214] MAP WORK NO-6  

"PEASANTS. ZAMINDARS AND THE STATE" 

QI: (Identification and labelling) 

QI: On the same outline map of India, two places which has been marked as A and B, 
Identify it and write its correct names on the lines drawn near it. 

 A. The Imperial capital of Mughals. 

B. A territory under the Mughals.(Aurangzeb). 

 

Q2: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following territories 
under Babur. Akbar and Aurangzeb appropriately. 
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A) Panipat — A territory under Mughals. 

B)Ajmer- A territory under the Mughals. 

C) Amber - A territory under the Mughals. 

D)  Delhi - A territory under the Mughals. 

E) Lahore - A territory and capital under the Mughals. 

 

[BOOK-3- PAGE NO. 297] MAP WORK NO-7 

"REBELS AND THE RAJ" 

QI: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following territories 
under British Control in 1857 appropriately. 

(A) Punjab  (B)Sindh(C)Bombay  (D)Madras (E)Fort St. David    (F)Masulipatnam 

 (G)Berar  (h)Bengal  (I)Bihar(J)Orissa             (K)Avadh  (L) Surat     (M) Calcutta   

(N)Chitagong(O)Patna  (P)Benaras  (Q)Allahabad    (R) Lucknow 
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[BOOK-3- PAGE NO. 305] MAP WORK N0-8 
REBELS AND THE RAJ 
I: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following main centres of the Revolt 
of 1857 appropriately. 

Delhi, Meerut, Jhansi, Lucknow, Kanpur,Azamgarh ,Calcutta,Benaras, Gwalior, Jabalpur, Agra, Avadh 

*  
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[BOOK- PAGE 31] MAP WORK NO-9 

"MAHATMA GANDHI AND THE NATIONALIST MOVEMENT" 

: (Identification and labeling) 
QI: On the outline map of India, five places which has been marked as A, B, C, D and E are related to an 
important centers of National Movement Identify it and write its correct names on the lines drawn 
near it 
A. Mahatma Gandhi led a satyagrah against Indigo cultivation. 
B. Jallianwala Bagh massacre took place in this place. 
C. The place where act of violence led Gandhiji to call off Non-Cooperation Movement. 
D. Gandhi ji break salt law and started Civil Disobedience movement. E. Quit India resolution passed 

from this place. 

 

Q2: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following the 
National Movement appropriately. 

Kheda, Ahmedabad, Benaras, Lahore, Bardoli, Karachi 
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[BOOK-2- PAGE NO. 174]     MAP WORK NO-10    

 “AN IMPERIAL CAPITAL VIJAYANAGARA” 

(Identification and labeling) 
Q1: On the same outline map of India, two places which has been marked as A and B, 
Identify it and write there correct names on the lines drawn near it. 

A. The place where Brihadishvara temple is located.  

B. The place from where Aravidu dynasty ruled later and which was near to 

Tirupati. 

Q2: On the same outline map of India, two places which are sultanates have been 
marked as C and D, both were fought against Vijayanagara empire in battle of Rakshasi-
Tangadi (1565), Identify them and write their correct names on the lines drawn near 
them. 
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Q3: On the given political outline map of India, locate and label the following places of 
South India (related to Vijayanagara Empire) appropriately. 
 

• Vijaynagar    
• Bidar 
• Kanchipuram 
• Mysore 
• Kolar 
• Tiruneveli 
• Quilon 
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